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ABSTRACT

Calcutta Port is situated on the River Hooghly, a largely- abandoned dis
tributary of the Ganges. In an attempt to reduce port sedimentation, the "Farakka
Scheme"—a major interbasin transferproject—was implemented in 1975, and now
no less than 40% of the lowflow Ganges is redirected to the Hooghly. But the ex
ternalities of that project—which primarily benefits India— are being dispropor
tionately borne by Bangladesh, the lower riparian. These include the salinization
of several important estuaries in Bangladesh's southwestern districts, resulting in
serious ecological impacts and strained Indo-Bangladeshi relations.

The "systems approach" describes an optimizing planning mode that can be
narrowly or broadly applied to water project design. New proposals for develop
ment and management of water resources in the Ganges-Brahmaputra basin
provide opportunity to overcome Farakka's technicaland conceptual defects.

Reversing siltation through manipulation of local hydrology is an unorthodox
but sometimes practicable route toward "port renewal". Inter-basin transfer ("IBT")
projects induce scouring by enhancing sediment transport capacity. In the case of
threatened ports on strongly-tidal estuariessubjected to reduced freshwater inflows,
IBTaugmentation of riverdischargecan reversethe accumulationof marine sands
borne upstream by flood tides and no longer resuspended by the weakened ebbs.

The use of physical and mathematical (i.e., computer) models has become es
sential to the design of "desilting hydraulic regimes." But the hydrography of shoal
ing is not yet a perfect predictivescience, and a seemingly well-Planned IBT-based
port-restoration may prove a fiasco, total or partial. Even if the antisedimentation
component functions as intended, unforeseen "externalities" can render the project
a micro success in the context of a macro disaster! Arguably, any design is miscon
ceived and mismanaged if it releases a cascade of unplanned—and therefore un
mitigated—social, political, and ecological catastrophes.

At the base of the "technological pyramid" India, with its bullock carts and its
pre-industrial agrosystems, certainly lumbers behind the West, but at the apex of
that pyramid, India's science and engineering capabilities are world- class (Lydon,
1987). Large scale programs of river development and water management have
figured very prominently in India's movement toward self reliance, and unlike most
other industrializing countries, India is dependant neither on foreign expertise nor
on foreign capitalization to design and construct her hydropower, irrigation, an
navigation projects. India launches her own satellites, processes her own telemetry,
and draws her own conclusions as to the state of her natural resources and the trend
of their exploitation. Historically, India planned and implemented large-scale en
gineering works pursuant only to her own criteria of acceptable ecological and so
cial impacts, predicated only upon purely domestic cost/benefit equations.
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SCALE Nautical Miles

The Port of Calcutta is India's second-largest seaport and her principal link to
East and Southeast Asia. The Calcutta docks lie C. 100 km inland from the Bay of
Bengal along the Hooghly River, a distributary of the Ganges. By the mid
Nineteenth Century, Calcutta was the second-greatest city—in both wealth and
population—of the entire British Empire. Today, it;s India's largest metropolis, with
about ten million inhabitants.

Almost perfectly coincident with the rise of Calcutta has been the near com
plete abandonment—by the mainstem Ganges—of the Hooghly and its upbasin
feeder streams. Since the 1830's, the largest part of the Ganges' discharge has
flowed to the Bay of Bengal through its easternmost distributaries, bypassing much
of the extreme southwest delta. Thereafter, the Hooghly received only a relatively-
small component of the peak monsoon flow from the upper catchment, and vir
tually none of the dry-season flow.

Thus, the Hooghly sub-watershed came to be known as "the moribund delta".
With the sharp decline in streamflow throughout this part of the distributary web,
agriculture and local water transport systems were devastated. Many a district of
low-lying western Bengal, previously prosperous, its soils annually replenished by
upbasin siltsdelivered by the monsoon floods,and formerly well-drained (because
peak flows from the mainstem theretofore kept the primary channels deeply-
scoured and topographically lower than the backswamp ricelands), became
depopulated, miasmic, and malarial; a nightmare for Raj administrators (Nandi,
1948). Hooghly river pilots came to have their own nightmares; the channel was
increasingly obstructed by everchanging shoals and strewn with wrecks. The loss
of lifewas phenomenal, as a visittoday to Calcutta's old Britishcemeteries will at
test For 150 years, coping with the material and socialconsequences of the region's
dynamic fluvial geomorphology has absorbed the best effortsof British and Indian
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engineers, planners, and public health officials. (And eventually, of their Pakistani
and Bangladeshi counterparts.)

In 1948, a dockworker's strike that effectively shut down Calcutta Port for three
months radically disrupted agriculture, manufacturing and shipping throughout
eastern and northern India. This was a harbinger of what would happen to the
regional economy if the operation of the Port was foreclosed more permanently by
Nature, a process that was then already well underway.

In 1975, India put into operation the Farakka Barrage and Canal, to increase
the freshwater flow of the Hooghly by 40.444 cusecs. The principal structures in
cluded a low dam across the mainstem Ganges, nearly 3 km in length; a 27 km
diversion canal; and a ungated afterbay barrage across the Bhagirati River, just
above canal's outlet. (The Bhagirati is an upper arm of the Hooghly.) Apparently,
the project has been successful in stabilizing (or even reversing) the siltation of Cal
cutta Port, the ostensible primary objective. (In the last five years, the depth of the
Hooghly channel increased by c. 1M.) The Farakka scheme also secured Calcutta's
municipal freshwater supply, which had been severely threatened by salinization.

Prior to implementation of the Farakkak project, monsoon high flows were
divided between the east and west delta distributaries: approximately 30% of the
Ganges' aggregate monsoon discharge was delivered to the Bay of Bengal through
India, via the channels of the Bhagirati/Hooghly. But because the Bhagirati barrage
precludes passage of appreciable floodflows, the entire flood peak is now diverted
to Bangladesh (via the Padma, the easternmost mainstem Ganges channel). Ac
cordingly, ordinary peak floodflows inside Bangladesh have risen by about the same
30% (from c. 1,100,000 cusecs pre- Farakka, to c. 1,500,000 cusecs post-Farak-
ka). Additionally, the reduction of lean season flow in the main Padma channel
could itselfbe expected to produce some degree of aggradation (i.e., deposition on
the channel floor). Any elevation of the Padma's bed would exacerbate problems
of drainage and flooding, even if peak discharges were not also being increased,
as they are.

But if heightened flooding can only tentatively be attributed to Farakka, there
is no doubt whatever that Farakka has worsened downbasin drought during April
and May: the mean lowflow discharge of the lower Ganges had been c. 70,000
cusecs, and for most of this century (before Farakka), the Bhagirati's natural of
ftakes were usually closed by sandbars during the dry season Thus, 5,000 cusecs,
of less, of the leanflow Ganges' waters had ordinarily entered the Hooghly via the
Bhagirati. Accordingly, at least 65,000 cusecs had continued on downbasin to
Bangladesh. With the Farakka project in operation, as much as 40,000 cusecs (of
the original 70,000) can be—and has been—diverted to the Indian states of Bihar
and West Bengal.

Since commissioning Farakka, the minimum flow released to Bangladesh
during the driest weeks of April has been as low as 23,000 cusecs, and has averaged
only c. 35,000 cusecs. This represents a 40% reduction of absolute minimum
streamflows delivered to the lower riparian, compared to the years 1964 through
1974. Not surprisingly, Bangladesh—which receives no benefits whatever from the
project—has objected vigorously to every aspect of the Farakka scheme (Nazem
and Kabir, 1986).

The "Green Revolution"—irrigating fields to raise two of three crops per year
(insteadof one), plus the use of hybridof high-ytelding-variety seeds and synthetic
pesticides and fertilizers— has enabled India to become completely self-sufficient
in food grains. But the greatest production gains have been made in the wheat-
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growing districts of the north; the extension of irrigation to the deltaic eastern
region—the Subcontinent's "rice bowl"— was much slower. (In part, this was be
cause the conventional bureaucratic wisdom—distantly headquarted in New Delhi
or Islamabad, the capitals, respectively, of British India, and Post-Raj Pakistan—
had always perceived the problem In Bengal as "too much water, rather then too
little.") Unlike India, Bangladesh Is 15-20% dependant on imported cereals, and
the populations of both countries continue growing at rates that project a doubling
in 25 years. (The present population density of the Ganges Delta—nearly 1,000
persons per sq. km—is already the highest in rural Asia.)

But there remains one larger uninhabited tract: covering the Delta's saltier
southwestern reaches is the greatest mangrove forest on earth, 800,000 ha. of dense
swamp—penetrated, drained, reticulated, flooded by an arterial maze of brackish
channels; from windblown, tidal estuaries—former mainstem distributaries so wide
that the far shore is barely visible in daylight—to meandering muddy creeks, wind
ing almost like caverns through a contiguous evergreen canopy, some trees as tall
as 30m. This is the Sundarbans, "beautiful forest" in Bengali: island domain—even
today—of hundreds of Royal Bengal Tigers, and haunt of their primary prey:
spotted deer, feral pigs, rhesus macaque. (Their secondary prey is an unlucky sixty
or so persons mauled to death each year, and sometime dragged away and eaten;
the inevitable casualties among the army of temporary residents: Fisherman, wood-
choppers, honey gatherers, and thatch cutters.)

To the handful of tourists who gain entry, the Sundarbans is still a beautiful
forest. Herons, kingfishers and whitefronted eagles are common, as are fresh tracks
of the elusive, semi- aquatic tiger (Blower, 1985). Though serving as habitat for
one- fourth of all Asia's remaining wild tigers, the Sundarbans is a wilderness, but
a strictly controlled and scientifically managed reserve since the mid-Nineteenth
Century, yielding a rich and heretofore- sustainable stream of woodland and
fisheries products, the extraction of which provides direct employment for a half-
million Bangladeshis, and food, fuel, and fibre for scores of millions more.

In 1983-84, a comprehensive inventory of the Sundarbans was conducted by
the UK's Overseas Development Agency (ODA). (The previous complete survey
was done in the mid-1950's). The final report, while modest about itsown ecologi
cal depth, emphasized that compared to its condition three decades before, much
of the forest was in a general state of decline, with more severe collapseevidenced
locally (Chaffey et. al.,1985).

The most desirable and robust mangrove species,Heritierafomes(=H. minor),
"shundari", prized for its quality timber and its excellent fuelwood, was being
replaced on many sites by Excoecaria agallocha, "gewa", a much less valuable
newsprinttree withgreatersalinity tolerance. On a good portionof siteswhereshun
dari still remained, many trees were obviouslystunted (the "top dying" syndrome),
and nearly everywhere that H. fomes was still the dominant species, the canopy
was scrubbier and more open than seen in the 1950's. Altogether, the standing crop
of harvestable wood was very much lower than had been calculated; the previous
estimate,wildly incorrect, had been projected forwardfrom rate-of-growth and tim
ber yielddata collectedby professional foresters since the height of the Raj.

While the ODA surmised that the reduced stocking of shundari was caused in
part by petty tree poachingof possibly, by larger- scale corruptpractices (so that
the actual timber volume annually extracted exceeded the authorized and recorded
cut), their report concluded that to a degreeas yet unascertained, the declineof the
shundari forest was "almost certainly caused by a major recent alteration of the
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regional hydrological regime."
The circumstantial evidence certainly points toward Farakka. Although India

and Bangladesh have negotiated several short-term treaties that somewhat more
equitably allocated the bw-flow Ganges (the last ofwhich expired inOctober 1988,
and which the Indians have refused so far to re-extend), the only point of complete
agreement between the two nations isthat thepresent supply isaltogether insuffi
cient to meet thepresent demand! Given the demographic, hydrological, and politi
cal realities, it is extremelyunlikely that India would (or could) appreciably curtail
the Farakka diversions.

At least three alternative routes toward augmenting the Ganges' lean season
discharge havebeen proposed: TheIndians argue that thesolution lies in building
yet another massive barrage and interbasin transfer scheme, this one to deliver
100,000 cusecs of water from the Brahmaputra River through a new 300 km trans-
deltacanalthatwould originate at Jogighopa, Assam (theprospective barragesite),
and would terminate in Bihar, just upstream of the Farakka offtakes. The
Bangladeshis have ruled this plan "altogether unacceptable" formany of the same
reason -political and technical- for which they've been opposed to Farakka, and
not leastbecause the "Brahmaputra Link" would giveIndia total (and unilateral)
control over both of the great rivers (Abbas, 1982).

The Bangladesh counter-proposal would create a system of new monsoon
storagereservoirs to be impounded behind high dams in the mountainsof Nepal.
(About 45% of theGanges' annual flow originates in the Nepali portionof the water
shed.) In addition to an aggregate flow augmentation of up to 130,000 cusecs
enabledby such reservoirs, an enormous amountof marketable hydropower would
also be generated. At present, 90% of Nepal's total energy supply is yielded by
biomass fuels; her forests are already mostly cut, and her demographic situations
nearly identical to those of India and Bangladesh. According to the proponents of
this scenario, Nepal—having no natural resources whatever, apart from her un
developed hydropower potential—should leap at the opportunity to have the dams
built. But every possible reservoir site in Nepal entails inundation of existing vil
lages, the population of which would almost certainlyend up being scattered an
urbanized. With the Terai lowlands now largelycleared and homesteaded (the wave
of settlementbegan there in the 1960's, following the suppression of malaria), there
no longer existsand real option to relocatewhole communities in the countryside.

The third perspective—with its chiefproponents in universities and donor agen
cies—calls for the accelerated development of subterranean, rather than surface
water resources (see Lydon, 1987 for the perspectives of Roger Revelle and Paul
Jones). Predicated on a highly speculative analysis of regional geohydrology, their
view is that the voluminous groundwaters transiting the deep alluvial strata under
lying the Gangetic Plain could be practicablyexploited. Wells might have to be
drilled to extraordinary depths—far deeper than ordinarily penetrated of water-
but the lowermost aquifers are—theoretically- - sufficientlyartisan as to require lit
tle, if any, supplemental pumping. Thus, the energy costs of raising water to the
surface—the usual bugaboo of deep- aquifer tubewells—should be almost negli
gible. (Pumping water from shallower wells in the non- artisan surficial aquifers
could be practical if "cheap hydropower" was provided by Himalayan dams.)
"Conjunctive use" of existing surface water supplies and probable sources of
groundwater would effectively double or tripleoverallwater availability during the
five driest months.

In terms of implementation, (or even in terms of preliminaryengineering and
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economic analysis) all three courses have essentially gotten nowhere: The
groundwater alternative remains completely hypothetical until extensive geological
research is performed. The World Bank has reportedly signaled its willingness to
finance the requisite testdrilling, but India and Bangladesh both appear unrecep-
tive: Possibly because they fear a weakening of theirbargainingpositions in the
Ganges allocation dispute if large-scale groundwater reserves were empirically
verified. (Uncertainty has its uses!)

India still argues that the Brahmaputra Link is the proper solution, and that the
Bangladeshi program for monsoon storage in the Himalayas could be "incor
porated" into their Brahmaputra initiative. But the new reservoirs would be located
not in Nepal, on tributariesof the Ganges, but in northeast India, within the catch
ments of the Brahmaputra and the MeghnaRivers. (Andthe Indians also note that
the highdam construction would be a "supplementary" component; to be initiated
"sometime in the future", after the Jogighopa Barrageand the interbasin transfer
canal were built and in full operation.)

Two events occurred in mid-1988 that greatly increased world attention to
natural hazards in the Ganges/Brahmaputra region: the first was extraordinarily
heavy monsoon flooding, "The worst in memory", in Assam and Bangladesh (of
which fully two-thirds was under water). At least 4,000 drowned, tens of million
were rendered homeless, and critical foodand seed stocks were everywhere ruined,
suggesting that the real crises would arrive some months later. The context of the
ongoing water management discourse—such as it was—shifted abruptly from
drought alleviationto flood protectionand prevention. Indo Bangladeshi relations
took a sharp turn for the worse; the Bangladeshis blaming the problem on India
generally and on Farakka particularly. The semicontrolled Dhaka press was flam-
ingly intemperate, and Bangladesh's government gratuitously angered India by
rebuffing disaster assistance (FEER, 1988). The proposed Himalayan reservoirs
once again became a primary topic. This time, the discussion of Brahamaputra
storage in the mountains above Assam was more than academic: Some of the same
Assamese who had been highly suspicious of NewDelhi's previousBrahmaputra
schemes probably now view the dams—and their flood- control benefits—in a dif
ferent light. (And relationsbetween Assam and the center have generallymuch im
proved since RajivGandgi's 1987 promise to stronglysuppress the immigration of
"Bengalis"—mostlyfrom Bangladesh—who were perceived, correctly, as swamp
ing Assam's culture and landscape.)

The second was yet another natural disaster in which thousands died: the
region's greatest earthquake since 1934. Epicentered about 170 km southeast of
Kathmandu, and measuring Richter6.7, the quake flattened twelve Nepali provin
cial towns, several of them nearby or downstream of the very sites Bangladesh had
been proposing forbig new Himalaylan reservoirs. (Thealternative dam sitesposed
by India for Assam, ArunachalPradesh, Tripura,and Mizoram were also thorough
ly jolted.) Indian engineers insist that they've perfected the technique of building
extremely large dams in seismically vulnerable environments, but there's been ap
parent disagreement over that from some of their Russian ex- colleagues.

The "systems approach" is a wonderfully flexible term: at one extreme of the
spectrum of definitions (the "hard science" end), a systems approach describes a
mode of rational problem-solving based on the manipulation of discrete models—
physical or numerical, (i.e., computer) simulations—designed to effectively repli
cate certain criticalaspects of the problem-at-hand. Ideally,the output of this process
enables the modeler to recommend (to the planners and policy makers) the op-
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timal"realworld" courseof action;an engineering design,a publicpolicy, an educa
tional campaign, a diplomatic initiative(Biswas, 1976).

India did, in fact, use such techniques; physical hydraulic models of sedimen
tation, and computer models of salinlflcatlon, which together established the min
imum-flow requirements of the Hooghly at Calcutta. By these lights, the systems
approach wasn't at all "absent", as Implied in the title of this paper. Determining
the "conservation-flow" requirements for Bangladesh, the lower riparian, was simp
ly not part of the problem then being modelled.

At the "softer", more epistemological extreme of that same spectrum of defini
tions the "systemsapproach" refers lessto a specific clusterof methodologies than
to an analytical philosophy: It holds that, by-and-large, the technical and social
problems comprisingthe realmof planning resembleRussian dolls—lying, as they
do, in nested sets of reality. An attempt to solve any problem purely on its own
level, while ignoring the likely effects of theproposedsolution on the larger environ
ment in which that problem is embedded—and vice versa—will inevitablyprove
sub-optimal and misdirected. Yes, the "cure" might work in a particular narrow
context, but only—ifviewed more globally—at risk of worsening the disease.

The unintended destruction of the estuarine ecosystems of the southwest Gan
ges Deltaisa externality of the rehabilitation of Calcutta'sport and freshwatersupp
ly. This outcome was insufficiently considered, largely foreseeable, and possibly
unnecessary. If the in-stream flow requirements of the Sundarbans were known, a
proper release regime (or an appropriate structural solution) might have been ap
plied. The question was just not posed! (Norapparently, was seriously considered
even the relatively-conventional installationof fishways of ladders to protect impor
tant migratoryfisheries above Farakka: harvest of the shad—like hilsa ilasha ("hil-
sha")—a protein staple of the Bengal diet and formerly taken as far upriver as
Haridwar, at the very foot of the Himalayas—crashedabruptly (Ctr. Sci. and Envi.,
1986).

The argument is easily offered (and while incorrect, is not so easily rebutted)
that "in the desperate South Asiancontext, ecology is a luxury". Thus, the restora
tion of the Sundarbans has—so far—hardly figured at all in either the allocation of
the augmentation debates.

So where do we go from here? Firstwe should note that ecological sensitivity
in big water projects was scarce everywhereduring the era that Farakka was taking
shape, and that in India particularly, there has evolved since then a very credible
environmental management infrastructure. Second, we should regard the collapse
of the Ganges' estuarine systems as neither irreversiblenor irremediable: Integrated
multi-purpose and multi-objective river basin management is accepted in principle
(at least) by all the parties to the presently-stalled negotiations—as well by the ex
ternal donor community. ("Multi-objective implies that criteria other than economic
efficiency—heretofore, the single objective which subsumed the multiple pur
poses—should influence prefect design.)

This does not mean that meeting the instream-flow needs of ecosystems will
from now on be mandatory. Or that a visionary planning perspective will wield a
technical fix for every externality of development.

It means that the feasibility of the ecological restoration of the Sundarbans is
properly part of the present problem set. a study to determine such feasibilitywould
provide the following outputs:

1) An explicit statement of the quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits of a
minimally-degraded southwest Ganges estuary, and of the costs of the no-action
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alternative;
2) A credible estimate—spatial, temporal, and volumetric—ofthe "conserva

tion flows" requiredto maintainthose benefits;and,
3) A descriptive ranking of eachof the present proposals (for reallocating ex

isting supplies, of for lowflow-augmentation through storage, interbasin transfer,
and groundwaterabstraction) as a practicable supplier of instream flow needs.

But if we devised today a seemingly-wonderful program that optimized
development of the region's water and energy resources while simultaneously res
toring the Sundarbans, we'd still have to acknowledge thatour own design might
eventually prove as myopic and flawed as the Farakka project. What did we leave
out of the models this time? Have we incorporated worrisome meteorological
trends, including rising sealevels? The seasonal windowof tropical cyclones might
be opened—and theirrecurrence Interval shortened—by only a very slight increase
in the summer surface temperature of the Bay of Bengal. (Given the sensitivity of
intertidal ecosystems to the stage, periodicity, chemistry, and kinetics of ordinary—
as well as extraordinary—inundation cycles, a Sundarbans preservation scheme
becomes highly problematical when all these factors may be changing at presently
indeterminable rates.)

And what about demography? Anotherquadrupling of Bangladesh's present
population—which would cram 420 million people into a flood-prone landscape
about the size of California's Central Valley—seems implausible, even
unimaginable. (Butto Rajadministrators in the early 1940's, so would have seemed
the quadrupling that hasoccurred since then.)

Add a dozen other factors thatwe've possibly neglected, eitherout of ignorance,
or because they'd over-complicate the modelling, of because we just don't have
the data. The systems approachinstructs us that when dissecting previous planning
disasters, please remainwary of presentdelusionsof grandeur.
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Background

In December 1987, Congress passed the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and
ControlAct (MPPRCA). Thislaw, which implements AnnexV of the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), prohibits the
dumping of plastic within theU.S. Exclusive Economic Zone(EEZ), restricts the dis
posal of other typesof garbagegenerated on oceanvessels, and requires that ade
quate facilities for receiving garbage be available at all U.S. ports and terminals,
including recreational marinas.

UnlikeAnnexes I and IIof MARPOL, which regulateoil and chemicaldischar
ges from large ships, the MPPRCA applies to allU.S. flag vessels anywhere in the
world, to allforeign flag vessels intheU.S. EEZ, and to allU.S. commercial, recrea
tional, and fishing vessels of any size. In addition, the MPPRCA extendsitsbroad
reach to a wide range of ports as well as vessels. Earlier MARPOL regulations
primarily affected large ports involved in international trade. Butthe new law also
applies to smaller ports,to public and private terminals, and to public and private
marinas.

How the new law will affectthesesmallerport entities isdifficult to predict. One
major concern, ofcourse, is whether or notitwill impose burdensome garbage han
dling costs that will foster non-compliance. According to one expert,

The law does not stipulate anything about wastehandling or disposition
by the ports. This, however, is likely to be the toughest issue facing ports
and terminals. They will have to negotiate with municipalities and coun
ties for access to landfills and incinerators and may find themselves liable
for incorrecthandlingof trash such as mixed food wastes from internation
al vessel traffic.or hazardous wastes. Providing waste reception facilities
is sure to be expensive and costsprobably will be passed on to port users.
(Augerot, 1988)
Weconducted this survey ofsmaller ports inan attempt to address some of the

uncertainties posed bythelaw. Specifically, wewanted toassess how aware smaller
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ports and marinas were of the proposed law and what they were doing to prepare
for it.

Methods

During September 1988, we surveyed 58 smaller ports and marinas on the At
lantic and Pacific coasts and the Gulf of Mexico. We intentionally excluded from
our survey the 75 ports that were involved in the 1987 membership survey by the
American Association of Port Authorities because it focused primarily on large ports
heavily involved in international trade. Except for that limiting criterion, the choice
of ports in the survey was left to the judgment of each author. We attempted to in
clude ports whose activities were representative of the range of activities that other
smaller ports in that particular state were involved in. The survey was not intended
to be a scientific sample.

We conducted the survey by telephone, using a three page questionaire. The
questions were framed to elicit a response of "yes," "no," or "do not know" fol
lowed by an open-ended opportunity to elaborate. For example, "Do you think
this new law will change your waste handling and disposition practices?" If the
response was "yes," the respondent was asked to explain how those practices would
change. (The states involved in the survey and the number of ports in each are
listed in Appendix A)

Results

Table 1 shows the number of ports contacted on each coast and their principal
activities.

Total Int'l Comm'l Marine Indus/ Cruise
Coast Ports Trade Fish Rec Comm'l Dev Ships

Atlantic 27 12 6 7 - 2
Gulf 16 7 2 1 4 2
Pacific 15 5 7 1 1 1

Total 58 24 15 9 5 5

Table 1. Principal Activity of Surveyed Ports

Fifty-seven percent of the ports in the survey took the lead role in handling gar
bage generated by port users. In 22 percent of the ports, a third party (i.e., terminal
operator, local government, shipping agent) was responsible for all aspects of trash
handling and disposal. Eight ports, representing 14 percent of the total survey, took
the lead for handling garbage at the marina operationsbut delegated that respon
sibility in their terminaloperations to the terminal lessees. Two ports acted as inter
mediaries by providing listsof waste haulers to port users, who then paid the hauler
directly for garbage service. Two ports in the survey did not handle any vessel gar
bage.

The Animal and Plant Health InspectionService (APHIS) of the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture requires that U.S. ports use approved facilities to sterilize or in
cinerate certain types of garbage that originate in foreign ports excluding Canada.
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(This requirement is intended to preventthe spreadof infectious diseases and pests
that could have catastrophic impactson domesticagricultural commodities.)

The APHIS regulations do not apply to 23 of the 58 ports in the survey be
cause they do not handle international vessel traffic. Of the 35 ports subjectto the
APHIS rules,more than 50 percent (18 ports) indicatedthat they did not know ifa
USDA-approved facility was available. Only 17 percent (6 ports) had access to an
approved facility while 32 percent (11 ports) knew that such a facility was not avail
able.

The survey indicated a high degree of awareness about the MPPRCA among
smaller ports. The results are shown in Table 2.

Atlantic Gulf Pacific

No Awareness 11 2 2

Aware but 12 9 5
no action

Aware and 4 5 8
proactive
response

Table 2. Familiarity of Surveyed Ports with the MPPRCA.

Forty-three of the ports (74 percent) were familiar with the MPPRCA, while 15
had no knowledge of itat all. Ports on theAtlantic Coast were the least aware of
the new law with 11 of the 27 ports contacted indicating they had no knowledge
of the MPPRCA (Of those 11 ports, four are primarily involved in international
trade and five in marine recreation.) Only two ports on the Gulf Coast and two on
the Pacific Coast had no knowledge of the new law.

Of the 43 ports that knew about the new law,26 had taken no action in response
to its impending implementation. The other 17 had given some consideration to
how the law might affect their operations. (Thisranged from discussion of the law
to planning to actually institutingchanges.)Ports on the PacificCoast were the most
proactive in response to the MPPRCA with eight ports indicating they were plan
ning or initiating various actions to deal with the law.

Most of the ports believed the law would not have any effect on their waste
handling procedures. When asked if the MPPRCAwould require a change in how
their port collects and disposes of waste, only 21 percent of the ports expected that
changes would be necessary. Sixty percent said no changes would be required and
19 percent did not know how the law might affect them.

In addition, 59 percent of the respondents said they would not have to enlarge
their garbage collection facilities because of the new law. Twenty-two percent did
not know if they would have to add more facilities, and 19 percent definitely said
they would increase their garbage handling capacity to meet the requirements of
the law.

If the MPPRCA regulations caused garbage handling costs to rise, half of the
ports in the survey said user fees would be instituted or increased to cover them.
Only 7 ports (12 percent) indicated they would absorb the cost as an additional
port expense.
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Discussion

While 75 percent of the smaller ports (43) in the survey were aware of the
MPPRCA, only 40 percent (17) had considered how it would affect them or had
taken steps to comply with it. This lack of action can be attributed to several fac
tors. First, manyof the ports have consciously adopted a wait-and-seeattitude. The
U.S. CoastGuard's rule-making process, originally scheduled to be completed in
October 1988,wasstill at thepublic hearing stage inNovember 1988. Until specific
regulations were known, said many respondents, any planning or action was
premature.

Moreover, 60 percent of the respondents believed theircurrent garbagehan
dlingpractices would adequately handlethe requirements of the newlaw. Whether
or not that perception provesto be accurate, these portshave nothingto gain from
establishing newpolicies and practices that may not be necessary-

Many of the ports involved in international shipping were skeptical about the
MPPRCA based on their experiences with the chemical and oil waste discharge
regulations of MARPOL Annexes I and II. These portscomplied with the certifica
tion requirements of those annexes and then experienced no demand for the waste
handling services set up to handle chemical and oilwastes. Some respondents felt
the same might be true with the MPPRCA

Finally, we found a general lack of understanding of the APHIS requirements
among the surveyed ports involved in international commerce. If these regulations
weremorebroadly known and enforced, no doubt moreof the smaller portswould
have to changetheirgarbagehandling and disposal programs. Aneducational ef
fort to familiarize theseportswith the APHIS requirements maybe needed.

The proactive response of Pacific Coast ports, especially those in the Pacific
Northwest and Alaska, is most likely explained by theefforts of theHighliners As
sociation, a group of influential commercial fishermen, who began focusing atten
tion on the non- degradable debris problem in 1985. Their efforts led to several
Sea Grant conferences on thesubject and a pilot demonstration project at the Port
of Newport, Oregon, funded by the National Marine Fisheries Service. Moreover,
manyof theAlaskan portsface a difficult situation inrelation to plastic debris—lack
oflandfill capacity, high costs for garbage disposal, and a highly visible plastic pol
lution problem.

Appendix A. Number of ports contacted in each state.

Atlantic Coast: Maine, 3; New Hampshire, 1; Massachusetts, 4; RhodeIsland,
2; Connecticut, 2; New York, 2; New Jersey, 2; Maryland, 2; Virginia, 2; North
Carolina, 2; South Carolina, 2; Georgia 1;Florida, 2.

Gulf Coast: Florida, 4; Alabama, 1;Mississippi, 3; Louisiana, 3; Texas, 5.

Pacific Coast: Alaska, 3: Washington, 4; Oregon 4; California, 4.
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U.S. Ports and the Regulation of Marine Debris Pollution

I. Description of the marine debris pollutionproblem
A Sourcesof marine debris pollution. In recent years, the ecologicalconse
quences of persistent wastes that have been lost or discarded into the marine
environment have become apparent. Of the various types of marine debris,
plastics pose the mostseriousthreat The durable characteristics that make plas
ticso convenientfor packaging, commercial fishing gear, and navigationequip
ment also make it a continuing, nondegradable and persistent presence in the
environment.

Ocean source debris comes from commercial fishing vessels, merchant
shippingvessels, offshoreplatforms, military and passenger vessels, and recrea
tional and sport fishing vessels.Althoughrecent comprehensive studies are not
available, in 1975 the NationalResearchCouncil,NationalAcademy of Scien
ces, estimated that almost 6-1/2 million tons of trash is dumped into the oceans
every year, 45,000 tons of which is plastic. Studies estimate that marine com
mercial fisheries alone have generated as much as 150,000 tons of plastic
debris.

Landbased sources of plastic debrisinclude wastesfrom plastic manufac
turing plants, overflow from municipal sewage systems, storm sewer run-off,
escapements from landfills, degradation of dock and marina structures, and lit
tering. In addition, industries thatsynthesize resin pellets intoplastic articles are
a source of marine pollution through direct discharges in the course of manufac
turing.

Solid waste disposal practices also contribute to marine debris, even
though outright ocean dumping of municipal solid waste was prohibited in
1974. Escapement intonearbywaterways during loading and unloading, spil
lage from barges during transit, and illegal dumping all are means by which
residential and commercial trash finds itsway intooceans and waterways.

B. The effects of marine debris pollution. Marine debris pollution presents
numerous problems, ranging from the aesthetic effects of littered beaches to
the entanglement and death of marine wildlife.

The most thoroughly documented impacts of clastic marine debris are its
effects on marine birds, mammals, turtles and fish. Sealsand sea lions appear
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to be most severely affected as a result of their tendency to investigate floating
debris. Seals entangled in debris may become immobilized and drown, incur
wounds and infections, or experience disruption in life-sustaining behavioral
functions. Although the number of animals affected In these ways is unknown,
the level of mortality and serious injury is believed to be significant. For ex
ample, it has been estimated that as many as 50,000 fur seals die each year
from entanglement in marine debris.

For birds, plastic debris poses a threat of harm from entanglement and in
gestion. Birds also become entangled in monofilament fishing line and
everyday domestic debris. For seabirds, small plastic pellets and fragments
floating in the water may resemble food items. The effects of debris ingestion
are not well understood, but may interfere with normal eating and digestion,
or cause long-term physical deterioration due to malnutrition, decreased
reproductive performance, and inability to maintain normal energy require
ments.

II. Legal requirements
There are several domestic and international legal authorities that address

marine debris pollution. Two of the most important international agreements are
the London Dumping Convention ("LDC"), and the International Convention for
the Prevention ofPollution from Ships and its 1978 Protocol ("MARPOL").7

The LDC, which entered into force in 1977, prohibits the dumping of plastics
and other persistent synthetic materials. However, dumping is defined as "any
deliberate disposal at sea," and does not include the disposal of wastes that occur
incidental to vessel operations. The LDC's application to the control of plastic pol
lution and other debris is limited, therefore, because it applies only to waste carried
to sea for the purpose of disposal.

MARPOLis more directly applicable to the problem of marine debris pollution
in that it addresses the "deliberate, negligentor accidental release" of substances
that may harm livingresources or marine life/The regulatoryannexes of MARPOL
address oil, chemicals, packaged hazardous substances, sewage, and garbage.
Annex V, relating to marine debris (including plastics),entered into force in Decem
ber 1988.

Subject to narrow exceptions, Annex V prohibits the disposal into the sea of all
plastics, including synthetic ropes, fishing nets, and plastic garbage bags, ut also
regulates the disposal of other refuse. Floatable dunnage, lining and packing
materials may not be disposed of within 25 nautical miles of the nearest land, and
disposal of food wastes and all other garbage is prohibited within 12 nautical
miles. Garbage" is defined as "all kinds of victual, domestic and operational
waste excluding fresh fish and parts thereof, generated during the normal opera
tion of the ship and liableto be disposed of continuouslyor periodically "

The prohibitions apply to all ships and to offshore platforms used in mineral
activities. Of particular interest to ports is the requirement that governments party
to MARPOL "undertake to ensure the provision of facilitiesat ports and terminals
for the reception of garbage, without causing undue delay to ships, and according
to the needs of the ships using them."

To aid compliance with Annex V, the Marine Environment Protection Com
mittee of the International Maritime Organization ("IMO"), the body which ad
ministers MARPOL, has developed technical guidelines for ports. Tlie guidelines
assist ports in determining whether their facilities are adequate, and encourage
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studies on reception facilities and disposal technology.15Factors used to determine
the adequacy of facilities includethe needs of each type of ship using the port, the
numberand types of ships using the port, and the size and location of the port.
Detailed formulae are available for calculating the types and amounts of garbage
likely to be generatedby vessels. TTie guidelines also urge party states, "at the ear
liest opportunity," to initiate studies of the adequacy of port facilities and to con
sideralternatives appropriate to each particular port/ Although the nationsparty
to MARPOL may establishdifferent regulations to govern port facilities, it iscertain
thatwaste handling facilities will comeundercareful international scrutiny.

As is true for international legal authorities, there are several United States laws
that apply to the marine debris problem. These include the Refuse Act of 1899,
which prohibits the disposal of refuse into U.S. navigable waters or the three mile
territorial sea, the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act, which im
plements the LDC and is concerned with ocean dumping, and the Clean Water
Act, which regulates pollutant discharges from point sources. In addition to these
statutes, at the end of 1988 a new domestic lawdealing exclusively with this issue
came into effect. This law, the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and Control Act
("MPPRCA"), implements Annex Vdomestically and regujates portsand terminals
in the United States, as wellas the vessels that they serve.

Ugder the MPPRCA Annex Vapplies to U.S. ships anywhere they are lo
cated, and to foreign ships in U.S. navigable waters and the U.S. Exclusive
Economic Zone. Giventhe broad scope of the definition of the term "ship," the
MPPRCA applies to virtually all watercraft, including recreational boats. Warships,
naval auxiliary vessels, and other noncommercial ships operated by the United
States are exempt until 1992.

In addition to implementing Annex V, the MPPRCA establishes additional
restrictions. By December 30,1989, the Secretary of Transporation must promul
gate regulations that require certain shipsto maintain refuse record booksand ship
board waste management plans and to display placards describing Annex V
prohibitiorisrn"he importance of this requirement, which is intended to assist in
enforcement and improve the waste management planning practices of ships, is
highlighted by the MPPRCA's directive that the Secretary seek an international
agreement to require equivalent measures to be adopted by foreign vessels.

The MPPRCA's reception facility requirements alsobuild upon the provisions
ofAnnex V. The MPPRCA implements the Annex V reception facility directive by
requiring regulations "setting criteria for determining the adequacy of reception
facilities forgarbageat a portor terminal, and stating suchadditional measures and
requirementsas are appropriate to ensure such adequacy.' The duty to provide
adequatejj>ception facilities is imposed on "(p)ersons in charge of ports and ter
minals...." Failure to provide adequate facilities carries significant consequen
ces—ships maybe denied entry to any port or terminal that does not complywith
the MPPRCA'sregulatory standards.

TheMPPRCA provides little guidance on howthe adequate reception facility
requirement is to be met. Instead, the responsibility for developing a regulatory
program to satisfy this requirement has been vested in the U.S. Coast Guard. At
the time thisarticle wentto press, proposed regulations had been published. Final
regulations are expected to be published early in 1989.

Theproposed regulations provide thatthefollowing classes ofports/terminals
must satisfyMPPRCA requirements: (1) a group of terminals that combines to act
as a unit; (2) an authority or organization thatchooses to be considered a port; (3)
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a facility that hasbeenspecificalty designated as a portby its operator, or (4)facilities
that provide wharfage or other services to ships, including commercial fishinq
facilities, recreational boating facilities, and mineraland oil industry shorebases.

If a facility falls within one of these categories, it must meet requirements for
accessibility, capacity, and the ability to receive and process food wastesregulated
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Ser
vice ("APHIS") (e.g., by incineration^sterilizatlon, or other means of ensuring
against the spread of disease or pests).

To satisfy the accessibility requirement, the terminal mustensure that facilities
are "avaUable" and capableof receiving allgarbagethat shipson callwishto dis
charge. Exceptions apply for largequantities of spoiled or damaged cargos not
usually discharged andgarbage from shipsnot having commercial transactions with
that port or terminal.^n addition, the reception facility must not impede cargo
handling or terminal operations andmust prevent discharged garbage from readi
ly entering the water.

To determine waste handling capacity, the Coast Guard has provided a
worksheet toestimate the amount of refuse that can be expected to be discharged
from ships.^Jse of the worksheet would not be mandatory.

The proposed regulations specify that ports are to be capable of receiving
APHIS regulated garbage no later than 24 hours after being given notice by a
ship. Thisrequirement maybe the most difficult formanyports to satisfy because
special facilities are required. Purchasing the appropriate equipment, contracting
with private waste haulers, or establishing cooperative waste management
programs with other ports are possible options.

To implement thisprogram, the proposed regulations indicate that a port must
obtain a certificate of adequacy ("COA") if it receives oceangoing vessels subject
to MARPOL requirements for oil and noxious liquid substances or receives more
than 25 portarrivals annually byships whose last portofcall wasoutside the con
tinental United States. Even ifa COA isnotrequired, theportmust meetMPPRCA
requirements.

CONCLUSION

For decades, the world's oceansand waterways have served as a receptacle
forsubstantial quantities of garbage, including plastics and other forms of persist
ent refuse. In recent years, the harmful effects of this practice have become ap
parent. In response, stringent domestic and international control authorities have
been enacted, and ports havea central role in theregulatory regime. As a result of
the visibility of the problem and the strong interest demonstrated by Congress,
federal agencies, environmental groups, andthepublic, compliance with these new
programs iscertain tobe closely watched. Port managers therefore will have to be
come familiar withthesenewrequirements and implement efficient and innovative
waste management systems that satisfy them. Although ports are nota significant
causeof the marine debris problem, they undoubtedly will play a major role inad
ministering the cure.

•Donald Baur formerly served as General Counsel of theU.S. Marine Mam
mal Commission. The authors appreciate the assistance of Pat Ware, legal assis
tant, Perkins Coie.
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MEETING ANNEX V REGULATIONS:
REPORT ON A PORT-BASED PILOT PROJECT

by Fran Recht
(NMFS Marine Refuse Disposal Project, Manager)
PacificMarineFisheriesCommission,
Marine Debris Consultant
950 NW 10th Street, Newport, Oregon 97365

Plastic materials which are discarded or lost at sea, do not degrade and are
causing serious problems. Animalsbecome entangled in the debris or may eat plas
tic items, mistaking them for their food. Mariners are threatened when debris dis
ables propellers and engines. Beach litter is a threat to tourism and in some cases
public health. Public awareness of these problems has prompted regulations that
effect mariners and ports.

Effective December 1988, the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and Control
Act of 1987 which implements the provisions of the international treaty called
Annex V of MARPOL, prohibits mariners from disposing of plastic material at sea
and regulates the disposal of other refuse materials depending on distance from
shore. Ports and all other revenue generating docking facilities are required, as of
that date, to provide disposal facilities for this refuse.

The Marine Entanglement Research Program of the National Marine Fisheries
Service funded a pilot program designed to anticipate what these new regulations
might mean logistically and financially for ports. It also explored ways to increase
mariner and community awareness of the marine debris problem in order to en
courage refuse return to port and cooperation with port efforts. The pilot program
was called the Marine Refuse Disposal Project and was conducted at the Port of
Newport, a small but diversified port on Oregon's central coast. The Port received
$97,000 of grant funds for the project and provided $28,000 of in kind support.
The funds were used to investigate refuse reception facilitiy needs at the interna
tional shipping terminal, and to improve refuse services at the fishing vessel
moorages (which serve 600 commercial vessels), and at the 600 berth recreation
al vessel marina. Grant funds were also used to produce and distribute a wide variety
of educational materials such as posters, decals, brochures, and photographic dis
plays.

Pilot project experiences reveal that meeting Annex V regulations can actual
ly benefit a port. Ports will, in most cases, be able to meet their legal requirements
to provide "adequate refuse reception facilities" easily and inexpensively. Addition
ally if port user group members and the community are encouraged to become in
volved in marine debris efforts, the port will receive assistance in logisticalplanning,
facility improvement, and educational outreach efforts, and develop better work
ing relationships with these groups and individuals. Furthermore, port and mariner
Involvement in these activities provides a tangible and positive focus for media at
tention. Ports and their users are seen as leaders in efforts to tend this serious ocean
pollution problem.

The Newport Experience

Despite large increases in the amount of refuse being returned at the Port of
Newport (due to a strong educational campaign), solid waste disposal costs were
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easily covered by the daily moorage charge or launch ramp fee, and will not re
quire a user fee increase. To recover the solid waste disposal costs at the marina,
$0.29/vessel/day is required, while at the commercial vessel docks, where a recy
cling program reduced refuse volumes, solid waste disposal costs run $0.13/ves-
sel/day. The Port of Newport was actually able to save money as a result of the
marine debris program efforts by eliminating existing refuse system inefficiencies.
Though the port is receiving an estimated 30% to 50% more refuse from the com
mercial fishermen, refuse disposal costs were actually decreased by 5%. This was
accomplished by instigating recycling and other efficiency measures, such as
making sure refuse containers were full before they were hauled by the garbage
company. Though increase in the port's refuse reception capacity was needed, such
increases were accomplished at very low cost By using readily available containers
to receive recydables, utilizing an unused barge, and organizing and designating
unused space as a refuse reception area, the port was able to meet its additional
capacity needs for about $2100.

By pursuing their input and involvement, Newport's commercial fishermen be
came the prime supporters of the port's logistical changes and educational efforts,
and were effective motivators of their peers. Five fishermen served on the project's
advisory group with other community members representing enforcement, refuse,
wildlife, extension, business, boating and safety, and school groups. This group
helped to plan the refuse system changes and encouraged the cooperation and in
volvement of other mariners. They also distributed posters and brochures, gave
talks, handed out litterbags to vessels, and participated in various promotional ac
tivities to increase community awareness.

The media at first reported the problems caused by plastic—the entanglement
of animals, the fouled propellers and engine intakes, the litteron area beaches, but
soon was able to report the tangible efforts of the port. Reports mentioned the in
creased numbers of dumpsters, the recycling facilities, the innovative uses for dis
carded net. Community pride and support developed when the media highlighted
the fishermen returning to port with 30 sacks of trash, recovering refuse left behind
by others, experimenting with trash compactors, or holding contests at sea to see
who could bring back the most trash.

Despite differences from port to port, many of the ideas and steps taken at the
Port of Newport may be adaptable elsewhere. The remainder of the paper provides
a brief overview of these ideas. Further information about the pilot program and
suggestions for ports are contained in two publications available from the NOAA
Marine Debris Information Office, 312 Sutter Street, Suite 316, San Francisco, CA
94108,415-391-6204. Askfor "AReport on a PorOBasedProject to Reduce Marine
Debris" or "Dealing with Annex V- A Reference Guide for Ports".

Defining Facility Needs

It is recommended that ports reassign or hire an employee temporarily to make I
sure that Annex Vrequirements are met quickly and beneficially. The following '
steps will define the type and capacity of refuse facilities needed:

1. Evaluate the existing port refuse reception facilities. Consider convenience to
port users and define problem times, problem areas, or refuse materials.

2. Assess existing resources. Identifythe on-hand or easily acquired materials that
could be adapted for refuse services, e.g. 50 gallon barrels, barges, fork lifts,
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bins, and containers.
3. Define capcity needs (see below) by observing what's being put in the refuse

containers presently and what is not. Consider how much material is recycl
able. Also talk with the port users. They can indicate how much refuse and
what kind of refuse they need help getting rid of, and provide ideas on improv
ing the convenience of refuse disposal. (Getting out on the docks and talking
with port users can't be overemphasized. This will not only make sure ports are
tailoring faclilities to users needs, but will be essential in gaining cooperation
and support with recyclingefforts).

4. Investigate the refuse and recycling services available in the area. Most ports
willcontract out their refuse hauling and disposal operations. Refuse handling
can be a very competitive. Ports may be able to find or negotiate better service
options and lower costs.

Defining Capacity Needs

How much refuse reception capacity willa port need and how can additional
capacity be created if there's not enough?

1. Figure that, at minimum, the port will need 4-6 gallons of refuse reception
capacity per person per vessel per day. This is the refuse that can go into gar
bage bags— the galley waste, the household waste, the bait trays, the scraps
of net and line, pieces of hard hats, small repair items etc.

2. Additional capacity willbe needed to handle the refuse that is generated when
vessels are provisioned, e.g. packaging materials and cardboard boxes.

3. Additional capacity is also needed for any large repair or industry related items,
e.g. cable, engine parts, wood, old nets, pallets, drums, crates, sheeting etc.

Again, talking with port users will provide a realistic idea of the quantities and
types of materials that can be expected from the vessels.

Creating More Capacity

If more capacity is needed, it can easily, and often times inexpensively be
created. Capacity can be increased by:

1. Adding additional or larger refuse reception containers (trash cans, dumpsters,
barrels, totes etc.).

2. Increasing the frequency or refuse pick-up.
3. Clearing and reorganizing space at the port. This point should be emphasized:

Capacity doesn't necessarily mean containers. Large amounts of refuse recep
tion capacity can be created inexpensively, and very effectively. A pallet can
be put down for cable, a space created to put nets, and a crate can be desig
nated for wood or metal items. These facilities need to be readily accessible
however (e.g. close to a hoist) and clearly marked, and mariners need to be
informed of this area.

4. Diverting materials from the containers that don't need to be disposed of at the
landfill. Recycling materials will leave more space in the dumpsters or trash
cans for plastics and other refuse and reduce costs. Cardboard, metal, wood,
and nets are easilyrecycled and can even generate revenue. Cardboard brings
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from $40-$60 a ton presently, scrap ironand metal bringsfrom $25-$50 a ton.
Plasticmaterials too are being collectedby some recyders now, with large quan
tities being paid forby the pound. In Newport, untreatedwood isbeing donated
for the heating needs of senior and handicapped citizens in the community.
Nets and net pieces are reused within the fishing industry and taken by resi
dents and tourists for everything from baseball and golf backstops to garden
supports, kids playgrounds, and decorations.

Recycling containers or areas need to be clearlymarked and located adjacent
to the refuse containers or in other convenient areas areas such as on water level
barges, or adjacent to hoists. (Fish and icestoragebins make inexpensive recycling
containers and only need to be painted and signed.)

In order for recycling to work, it is essential to enlist the cooperation of the
mariners inseparating the materials properly. Byinvolving mariners throughout the
planning and implementation stage, the recycling system isone which is "owned"
by the mariners and not one imposed fromthe outside.

With some attention, a little organization, and a sincere commitment to meet
ing marinerneeds, it isnot difficult for portsto benefitfrom AnnexV regulations as
the Port of Newport did. A marine debris program can result in improved service
to port users, increased refusesystemefficiency, and lowered refuse disposal costs.
It can also be an effective public relations tool. Mariner support and community
pride can be fostered through involvement and the port can receive wide-spread
acclaim for effectivelydealing with a serious problem.
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THE IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION
ON PORT OPERATIONS: PERCEPTIONS AND

ATTITUDES OF PORT MANAGERS IN THE
SOUTHERN UNITED STATES

Dennis L. Soden
and
Worth H. Hester
Coastal ZoneManagement Studies
The University of West Florida
Pensacola, Florida 32514

Prior to theenvironmental movement begun inthe 1960s, portoperations, al
though regulated, were notascomplicated bygovernment regulations as they are
today. In the past, port operators and managers had greater flexibility in port
development and operations. The environmental movement, however, spawned
a large number of regulations which have either directly or indirectly affected many
different aspects of port operations and development (Boschken, 1982; Kester,
1983; Kusler, 1980). This study, ispartofa larger study conducted by the Coastal
Zone Management Studiesprogram at the University of WestFlorida (Hester and
Soden, 1988) which looked at federal environmental law, governmental agencies,
political and non-political actors as they relate to port management within five
southern states.

Ports and the Political Process

The overriding purposeof the environmental legislation which has blossomed
over the course of the last threedecades isto encourage and at times mandatestate,
regional and local government regulation (e.g., Coastal Zone Management Act,
Clean Water Act, etc.) or actions parallel to federal activities. The implications of
this for port operations are, at least, twofold. First, there are an increased number
ofenvironmental regulations by which ports increasingly must abide. Secondly, as
a consequence of abiding by the law, there are a greater number of actors, both
governmental and nongovernmental, who are involved in implementationof these
regulations. The result is a greatly expanded political arena within which ports
operate; expanding in both the complexity and the number of jurisdictions, and
thereby increasing the number of policy actors. In addition to this are the vast num
ber of businesses and environmental interest groupsconcernedwithport develop
ment. Aloneor in combination,theseactorsand variouscomponents of federal and
state legislation comprise a complex political environment in which ports must
operate to survive.

Ports have always been surrounded by interest groups, such as the business
interests which made themthrive, and governments which have overseenopera
tions fromthe days of the first customagents. Withthe advent of increased environ
mental awareness, however, new issues and related regulations have spawned
greater numbers of interests. Government agencies, relatively peripheral actors
prior to World WarII inmany places, are now key participants inportdevebpment
decisions whomno longerruleby benign neglect (Boschken, 1982). On the basis
of this, environmental regulation and the burden ithasplaced on portsin terms of
economic costs and future development are appropriate and timely topics forcon-
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sideration.

The Study

The results reported here are based on a mail survey questionnaire designed
from the pertinent literature regardingport operation and the impacts of environ
mental legislation and political activity in this policy issue-area (See, Hester and
Soden, 1988; Reighardet al., 1988). The data collected for thisportion of the study
were obtained via a mail questionnaire survey distributed to 29 port managers in
the States of Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi and Florida. The survey in
cluded two mailings: an initial survey mailing and a follow7up survey mailingap
proximately one month later. The questionnaire was quite lengthy and required
careful thought, as well as knowledge of the issuearea. Of the 29 surveys mailed,
25 responses were obtained resulting in a response rate of 86 percent; a very re
spectable returnwhichshould allow generalization of the results at leastacrossthe
geographic region of the Southern U.S. (Acopy of the survey instrument is avail
able upon request).

Findings

Table 1 reports the findings of portoperators regarding the general valuethey
see in environmental legislation. The largestresponse (44%), shows port managers
feel that while some environmental legislation is in fact needed, there may be too
much legislation overall. Respondents are splitabout whether too much or too lit
tle legislation exists.Whilethere isa generallynormaldistribution about the issue,
two further concerns draw our attention based on economic effects of environmen
tal legislation. First, what financial burdens do port managers feelthey have had to
contend with because of environmental legislation? Second, how has environmen
tal legislationimpacted upon the growthof ports?

Tables 2 and 3 provide evidence based on five-item scales regarding the im
pact whichenvironmentallegislation isseen as having in termsof additional costs
whfch port managers feel will be incurred. InTable2 overone-half (52.0%) fall into
categories fourand five, indicating agreement with the idea that mitigation efforts
result in "unwarranted expense." Over one- quarter, however,are in disagreement
about the cost of mitigation and compensation. Table 3 records similarattitudes
through consideration of the cost of Impact of environmental regulation brought
about by each level of government—federal, state and local. The data shows that
the federal government is viewed as adding the most costs to port development
projects,whilelocaljurisdictions are viewed as being the leastburdensome.

Beyonddirect expenses, the effect ofenvironmental legislation and regulation
in portgrowth and development alsorequires Investigation. Table4 and 5 consider
how environmental legislation isperceived as havingan effect on port growthand
how it has been a factor in contending with technological changes related to port
operations. Table 4 Illustrates that local jurisdictions are again seen as havingthe
least impact in the environmental regulatory arena related to ports. This can no
doubt be related to the factthat local jurisdictions typically seek economic develop
ment, and thus are less likely to take a position which hinders growth than are state
or federal jurisdictions form whichthe bulkof regulation originates. With respectto
new porttechnologies, Table 5 show general neutrality among portoperators (44%)
about the effectof adjustingto both technological breakthroughs in port operations
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and environmental issues at the same time.

Table 1
Port Operator's Views on the Value of
Environmental Legislation and Policy

Question: In general, how would you characterizeyour view of environmental
legislation and policieswhich affectport operations and growth?

ResponseCategories Percentage
1. Although a hindrance, environmental

legislation is necessary if we are
to maintain the natural character of
our coastal areas. 28.0

2. Some environmental legislation is
needed, but overall we may be faced
with too much legislation. 44.0

3. There is a great deal of environmental
legislation which is unnecessary and
thus places too great of a burden on
port operators. 24.0

No Answer 4.0

Total 100 %

Conclusions

The partem emerging from the data isquite pronounced. Among port operators
the general attitude exists that environmental legislation has added additional costs
to port operations but no overwhelming evidence prevails to suggest that port
operators feel inclined to dispose of environmental programs. An important mes
sage concerning port operations emerges from this study in two respects. First, con
cerns about environmental quality and regulating are present in society and port
operators do not discount them as entirely necessary, despite the burden they may
place on operators, growth, and development. Second, if ports are to continue to
operate and be economically viable, an increasingly difficult thing to do given
today's competitiveport economics, they must complywith environmental regula
tions and seek effectivemethods to resolve environmental quality issues. This would
tend to parallel a considerable amount of social science literature which focuses on
change from an industrial to a post-industrialsociety (Inglehart, 1977). This includes
the growth of a new view of the environment as a result of post-industrial values
(Milbrath, 1984; Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978), and lastly which shows that among
the general public, activists and professional managers there exists an acceptance
of concern for the environment and environmental regulation (Soden et al., 1989;
Steel and Soden, 1989). The findings presented here are preliminary in many
respects. While there are differences in the attitudes about the impact which en
vironmental legislation and regulation has on port operators, the generalizations
are limited by the regional scope of the study. Moreover, recent trends in the direc
tion of greater efforts at contending with environmental legislation via such con
cepts as Environmental Management Units, may wellgive rise to less conflictand
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more cohesion and coordination between ports, various jurisdictions having stand
ing and environmental regulation. Additional value is garnered from this study by
providing an "insiders" view, that of the port operators, regarding the impact which
the they feel environmental regulation has had on port economies. Further, the
evidence is suggestive enough to lead a national port study so that comparison can
be made across region (i.e., West Coast versus Great Lakes, the Southern U.S. Ver
sus New England). The institutionalization of environmental concerns vis-a-vis
regulation and broad societal trends makes it important that we enhance our un
derstanding of this important coastal environment to insure that a balanced view
from insiders as well as active outsiders is obtained, allowing us to benefit from the
contribution they can make to the decisions we make regarding our valued port as
sets.

TABLE 2

Port Operator's Perceptions of the Costs Associated
With Mitigation and Compensation Measures

Question: Over the last several years, environmental management agencies
have required mitigation and compensation measures whenever fish and wildlife
habitats are impacted because of dredging and filling. Port interests have often ar
gued against mitigation and compensation costs, citing them as prohibitively ex
pensive and arguing that these costs can reverse the financial feasibilityof a project.
In your view, does mitigation result in an unwarranted expense?

Response by Percentage
Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5

4.0 24.0 12.0 32.0 20.0

TABLE 3
Added Port Development Costs Due to Federal, State and Local

Environmental Regulations
Question: In the last 10-15 years, to what degree do you feel additional costs

have been added to port development projects due to environmental regulation at
each level of government?

Response by Percentage
12 3 4 5

Level of No A Great
Government Answer A Little Some Deal

Federal 8.0 8.0 12.0 20.0 28.0 24.0
State 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 24.0 20.0
Local 8.0 12.0 32.0 32.0 12.0 8.0
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TABLE 4
Effects of Environmental Regulation on Port Growth and Development

Question: To what degree do you feel environmental regulation at each level
of government has hindered the growth and development of your port?

Level of

Government

Federal

State
Local

No
Answer

8.0
8.0
8.0

Response by Percentage
2 3 4

A Great
A Little

24.0
24.0
28.0

8.0
8.0

24.0

Some

20.0
24.0
28.0

24.0
24.0
4.0

Deal

16.0
16.0
8.0

TABLE 5
Accommodating New Port Technologies In the Face

Of Emerging Environmental Quality Issues
Question: To what degree, if any, do you feel the present economic situation

of your port is characterized by this statement: "Just as the port arrived at the
development phase to accommodate new technology, environmental quality issues
emerged making it difficult, if not impossible, for the port to adjust and remain com
petitive."

Response by Percentage
Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4 5

8.0 16.0 44.0 24.0 4.0
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COLUMBIA RIVER ESTUARY DREDGED
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN:
A COOPERATIVE LOCAL, STATE,

AND FEDERAL APPROACH

David Fox
Director
Columbia RiverEstuaryStudy Taskforce
750 Commercial Street, Room 214
Astoria, Oregon 97103-4513

Development of the Dredged Material Management Plan was funded by the
Officeof Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, National Oceanic and Atmos
phericAdministration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C, through
a grant made under Section 309 of the Coastal ZoneManagement Act of 1972, as
amended, to the National Coastal Resource Research and Development Institute,
Newport, Oregon.

Introduction

The Columbia River Estuary is located in the northwestern United States on
the border between the states of Oregon and Washington. The estuary encompas
ses the lower 50 miles of the Columbia River. A small deep-draft port and several
boat basinsare located in the estuary. Larger Columbia River ports such as Portland,
Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington, are located about50 miles upriver from the
estuary. The estuary contains major navigation facilities serving both the upriver
and lower river ports.

More than 9,000,000 cubicyardsof sediments are dredged annually from the
estuary to maintain navigation facilities. More than 95% of this dredging is for
federally maintained projects, including a 50-foot entrance channel to the estuary,
40-foot main navigation channel to Portland, Oregon, and several smaller chan
nels serving boatbasins. Projected construction ofnew water-dependent develop
ment projects in theestuary may involve several million cubic yards ofadditional
dredging over the next ten years. Dredged material is currently placed at both
upland and in-water sites. Overthe pastdecade, many available upland disposal
sites have been filled to capacityand environmental impacts due to in-water dis
posal have generated increasing concerns with regulatory agencies.

CoastalZone Management Planson the Columbia River Estuary are developed
by theColumbia River Estuary Study Taskforce (CREST). CREST isa regional bis-
tategovernmental council composed of a membership of cities, counties and port
districts on the estuary. In 1979, CRESTdeveloped a dredged material manage
ment planaspartof their regional management program (CREST 1979). By 1985,
CRESTidentified the need to revisethe Dredged Material Management Plan to ad
dress growing concerns about lack ofadequate disposal sites and inefficient dredg
ing regulation.

In 1986 and 1987 CREST developed the "Columbia River Estuary Dredged
Material Management Plan" (Fox 1986) and a companion document, "Dredging
and Dredged Material Disposal Policy Evaluation" (Fox 1987). The Plan inven
tories upland and in-water disposal sites and compares sitecapacity with anticipated
disposal needs. Dredging and disposal policies and specific regulatory standards
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are also established in the Plan and companion document The policiesand stand
ards are tailored to meetspecific dredging and disposal requirements in the estuary
while remaining consistent with Federal, and Oregonand Washington statepolicies.

The planning process involved a coordinated effort among local, state, and
federal regulatory agencies, developers, and private citizens. Consensus agree
ments on disposal sites and regulatorypolicieswere reached through a series of
meetings. The Plan focused on reducing naturalresource damage and estuary user
group conflicts while allowing for necessary construction and maintenance of
navigation facilities. The close working relationship developed among the par
ticipants in the planning process leadto thesuccessful resolution ofdredging issues.

Purpose and Content of the Plan

Thepurpose of theDredged Material Management Planisto refine thedredg
ingand disposal policies originally developed by CREST in 1979 and to inventory
an adequate number of disposal sites with sufficient capacity to accommodate
projected disposal needs forat leasta five year period. Afive year span wasselected
as the minimum planning period. Many of the inventoried sites provide fordisposal
over a much longer time span.

Inaddition to providing fordisposal needsand refining regulatory policies, the
Plan is intended to serve as a guide to dredging project sponsors and regulatory
agencies inplanning and reviewing dredging projects. Inorder to be a useful guide,
it focuses on disposal sites thatare bothintheproximity of thedredging areasand
appear approvable under existing regulatory requirements. In thisway, the plan
could be used to expedite thedredging project sponsors' search for appropriate dis
posalsitesand the regulatory agencies' permit review process.

The Plan is not intended to be an exhaustive list of allpossible disposal sites
and it in no way restricts disposal to designated sites only. Also, the Plandoes not
guaranteesiteavailability. In manycasesdesignated sites are privately owned and
their use requiresowner approval. The Plan does not obviate the need to obtain
dredging and disposal permits. Inall cases, useof a site for dredged material dis
posal hasto conform with local, state, and federal regulatory requirements.

ThePlan consists ofsix major sections. The first provides updated policies and
standards for regulating dredging and disposal projects. Theseare furtherrefined
in the companion document to the Plan. The second and third sections include in
formation on disposal site designation and plan implementation. The fourth sec
tion presents a summary of existing and potentialdredging projects in the estuary
and a projection of dredgingvolumes fora five year period.The fifth sectioninven
toriesdisposal sitesneeded to meetthe projected dredging requirements. The final
sectioncomparesthe site and project inventories to determine if designated sites
are adequate to meet dredging needs.

Planning Process

CREST coordinated development of the Dredged Material Management Plan
with government organizations, citizens, and development interests in the lower
Columbia River. Toaccomplish this coordination, CREST established twogroups
to assist in plan revisions. The first was a general reviewgroup consistingof about
65 individuals representing local governments, state and federal agencies, ports,
citizens, commercial fishing interests, diking districts, and development interests.
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This group reviewed an initial draft disposal site inventory and the draft Dredged
Material Management Plan. The second group, the Dredged Material Disposal Ad
visory Committee, consisted of22representatives from the general review group.
This committee participated directly in developing the Plan through a series ofwork
shops.

The process of developing the Dredged Material Management Plan to meet
anticipated dredgingneeds began withthe productionand distribution of an initial
draft disposal site inventory. The inventory listed sites from the earlier CREST plan
ning documents (CREST 1979), a 1983 Corps Maintenance Disposal Plan for the
Columbia River (US Army Corps of Engineers 1983), and local comprehensive
plans and shoreline master programs. The advisory groups reviewed andprovided
comments on the site inventory. Then, CREST conducted Advisory Committee
workshops to refine the inventory by adding new sites in areas where additional
disposal capacity was necessary, deleting sites that were found to be unavailable
due, for example, to the presence of large areas of significant wetlands, and re
defining the boundaries of many sites to avoid potential environmental and land-
use impacts. The Advisory Committee also worked to revise the dredging and
disposal regulatory policies at the workshops. Both the updated inventory and
revised policieswere incorporated into the Plan.

The planning process also addressed several outstanding dredging and disposal
issues in the estuary. Some of the issues of primary concern are listed below.

Flowlane Disposal
• priorityof selecting flowlane disposalversus upland and ocean dis

posal alternatives
• designation of a flowlane disposalarea
• disposal monitoring

Sediment Testing Requirements
• under which testing is required
• criteria based on test results

Beach Nourishment

• extent to which in-water disposal regulations apply to beach
nourishment

• circumstances under which beach nourishment could be allowed
on beaches that do not have an erosion problem

Conflicts between Commercial Fisheries and Dredging Projects
• gear conflicts
• disturbance of fishing grounds

Consensus agreements dealing with each issue were reached at the meetings
and are summarized in the companion document to the Plan (Fox 1987).

Plan Adoption and Further Work

The Dredged Material Management Plan was written in a format suitable for
incorporation into local government comprehensive planning documentsand will
become part ofOregon's and Washington's Coastal Zone Management Programs.
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It isnow intheprocess ofbeing adopted and is scheduled tobe inall jurisdictions'
programs bytheendof1989. Once Incorporated, theplan will allow for more ef
fective regulation of dredging projects throughthe local permitand federal consis
tency review processes. The Corps of Engineers has responded to the need fora
consistent planning effort onthe estuary byincorporating much oftheCREST work
into their own dredging planning documents for the lower Columbia River (US
Army CorpsofEngineers 1987; USArmy Corps of Engineers 1988).

CRESTand the Portland District Army Corps of Engineers are currently con
ducting additional dredged material management planning projects in the estuary.
CREST recently received a grant todevelop a program forreviewing in-water dis
posal projects with respect to contaminated sediment concerns. Theproject will at
tempt to coordinate Oregon's and Washington's sediment testing regulations in the
bistate waters of the Columbia RiverEstuary.The Portland District Army Corps of
Engineers hasbegundeveloping a 50 yearmaintenance plan for a portion of the
main navigation channel in the estuary. This plan isbeingdeveloped under their
Long Term ManagementStrategy (LTMS) authority.
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DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT
MEETING THE CHALLENGE FOR BOSTON HARBOR

Judith Pederson, Ph.D.
CoastalEcologist, CoastalZone Management,
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Boston, MA 02202

ABSTRACT

Managing disposal of dredged materials from urban harbors is complex be
cause of: 1) uncertainties about what constitutes "contaminated" sediments, 2)
limited availability of disposal sites 3) jurisdictional and regulatory responsibilities,
and 4) the high cost of implementing solution. These issues are to be addressed in
the development of a dredged material disposal management plan for Boston Har
bor, a Generic Environmental Impact Report (GEIR) which is the initial phase of
an implementation of a management program. This GEIR is timely because of the
proposed major projects that will require dredging of sediments, including some of
the "hot spots" within the harbor.

Because no formal sediments that fail to satisfy the ocean dumping criteria, will
integrate sediment contaminant concentrations, known sources of pollutant input
and biological data with sediment contaminant levels that will be dredged over the
next 20 to 50 years.

This paper discusses the adequacy of the results of current protocols for deter
mining suitability of sediments for open ocean orders of magnitude as is the case
for tissue residue concentrations. There is not apparent recommendations of this
paper are to focus on the improving the validity of the data collected as currently
required by the federal agencies and to recommend new approaches.

INTRODUCTION

Sediments are the repository for particulatesand associated contaminants that
enter estuaries and near shore environments from point and non-point sources of
discharge. The management of dredged material disposal requires guidelines on
sediment quality and on having the options and sites for safe disposal. Because of
the lack of understanding of the relationship between sediment contaminants and
their effects on the ecosystem and human health, neither chemical criteria nor ade
quate biological tests have been developed that clearly and unambiguously define
what constitutes "clean" and/or "contaminated" sediments (White and Champ,
1982). Without clear regulations, makingdecisions regarding appropriate disposal
of dredged material from urban harbors is both challenging and difficult in the face
of uncertainty about real or perceived benefits and high costs associated with dis
posal option.

This paper examines our current status of sediment contamination in Boston
Harbor based on results from studies reported with dredging projects. What emer
ges from this analysis is the awareness that our current testing requirements are in
adequate in providingvalid data to decision makers.Asstate and federal agencies
seek to balance environmentally sound disposal of contaminated dredged material
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with cost effective options, these sediment criteria definitions become important fac
tors to resolve.

BACKGROUND

Our current system for evaluating sediments is based on the protocols set forth
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Army Corps of Engineers
(COE) (EPA-COE, 1977). Sediments are analyzed for grain size and, if warranted,
for contaminants. If contaminants exceed certain levels, additional biological test
ing is required. Two biological tests used extensively for determining whether toxics
are present in toxic amounts and likely to degrade the environment are the bioas-
say and bioaccumulation tests. Bioassay tests measure mortality of laboratory
animals exposed to sediments, and all tests must be repeated if mortality is greater
than specified levels.

Bioaccumulation tests expose organisms to sediments from the dredged site
and from reference sediments near the disposal site. A third group of sediments are
the control sediments which are determined to be "clean." If tissue residues of
chemicals are higher in test animals than those in animals exposed to the reference
sediments, then it is presumed that degradation of the environment will occur and
the sediments should not be disposed of in unconfined open water sites. In Mas
sachusetts, three organisms are used in these tests, the polychaete, Nereis virens,
the hard shell clam or quahog, Mercenaria mercenaria and the mud shrimp,
Palaemonetes pugio. Five chemicals are tested, cadmium (Cd), mercury (Hg),
ploychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), DDT deratives and petroleum hydrocarbons
(PHCs) with polynulcear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) being also required as of
a year ago. To date, only 4 projects that are to be funded by the Commonwealth
have failed the bioaccumulation tests, despite positive results in significant uptake
of chemicals. The reason is that there are virtually no alternatives to the Foul Area
Disposal Site (FADS), a deep water site located 22 nautical milesfrom Boston, even
though disposal at this site is costly.

Historically, there were a number of underwater disposal sites located along
the Massachusetts coast. About a decade ago, disposal at these sites was discon
tinued leaving four options; upland disposal, nearshore disposal, beach nourish
ment and disposal at the Foul Area Disposal Site (FADS). Currently an
Environmental Impact Statement is being prepared by the Environmental Protec
tion Agencywith the cooperation of the New England Division of the ArmyCorps
of Engineers to determine if the FADS should be designated and to examine the
feasibility of capping at that site. The other disposaloptions, upland and nearshore
and beach nourishment, are not viable alternatives for several reasons:

1. land costs near major urban centers are high and other competing uses are
more likely to use available open spaces (Sasaki, 1983),
2. recent changes in regulations prohibit disposal of sediments with high salt
content in areas of ground water discharge for drinkingsupplies (exceptions to
this include disposal areas that are permitted to accept dredged material),
3. sediments from urban harbors are usually silty and not suitable for beach
nourishment, and
4. nearshore disposal usually destroys saltmarshes or aquatic habitatswhich
are regulated by the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Actand Chapter 91
of federal regulations.
As a resultof the lackof alternativedredged materialdisposal sites, most dredg-
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ing projects from Boston Harbor are permitted to dispose of dredged material in
the FADS irrespective of the level of contamination. For the past decade, it has
been recognized that additional sites are needed for disposal ofdredged material,
especially for contaminated sediments. Boston Harbor sediments typically contain
high level ofPHCs, PCBs, several metals and a variety ofother chemicals (See, for
example, Boehm, etal. 1984, Shiaris, 1986, NOAA 1987.) Because of the high
correlation between PAHs and fish pathologies, there is concern for disposing of
sediments from Boston HarborintoMassachusetts Bay.

Currently the EPA and COE with other federal agencies arerevising protocols
for testing dredged materials. It isexpected that thenew protocols will be more strin
gent than previous protocols andthat Region I EPA will beadopting these protocols
within the next 6 months (Tomey, pers. comm.). Ifsediments that were formerly
acceptable for ocean disposal become classified asunsuitable, these protocols may
have serious ramifications for Boston Harbor andother urban embayments.

Because ofareas that aredeemed unsuitable for openocean disposal, theMas
sachusetts legislature allocated funding for a Generic Environmental Impact Report
to evaluate disposal options and sites for the disposal of contaminated dredged
material from Boston Harbor. Fora variety of reasons, this studyhas not yetbeen
initiated. As a result, the rest of this paperdiscusses the adequacy of our current
testing procedures and makes several recommendations that will improve the
validity of the results under the currenttesting requirements.

METHODS AND APPROACH

Data provided to the MEPA (Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act) Office
wereused to examine spatial distributions of contaminants throughout the harbor
and to evaluate the biological testing results (MEPA, 1982-1986). Data sets were
presumed to haveadequate quality control, although thequality control/quality as
surance information wasnot usually supplied. Moreover, field sampling procedures
are not uniform and this further confounds the consistency of the results and limits
interpretation of the data. Becauseof the inconsistencies of the data, itwas deemed
inappropriate to apply statistical methods to correlation analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bioassay Tests

Bioassay tests measure mortality when organisms are exposed to control,
reference and dredged or test material. Although no test has everbeen rejected be
cause a single group of organisms had higher than 10% mortality, in fact this oc
curred nearly 40% of the time for Nereis and Palaemonetes exposed to dredged
material (Table 1). These results suggestthe need for a more carefulevaluation of
this test.

Table 1. Bioassay result as reported inMEPA studies ofdredging projects be
tween 1982 and 1986. Data report number oftests with more than 10% mortality
over the total number of studies reported.

ORGANISM CONTROL REFERENCE DREDGED
Nereis 0/9 1/11 4/11
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Mercenaria 0/9 0/11 0/11
Palaemonetes 0/9 1/11 4/11

Bioaccumulation Tests

Acomparison of the accumulation ofspecific chemical concentrations in tissue
residues oforganisms exposed todredged material compared toorganisms exposed
to reference sediments suggests differences betweenorganisms in their responseto
specific chemicals (Table 2). In analyzing the data of both sediment and tissue
residueconcentrations of contaminants, itbecameapparent that the range of results
from the analyses wasoften an orderof magnitude or greater different between
studies. Because PCB uptake occurred (significant or not) more frequently than
with other chemicals, tissue residue concentrations were compared to sediment
concentrations. There was no apparent increase in tissue residue concentrations
that can be correlated with increasing sediment concentrations. With the possible
exception ofCd, other comparisons ofsediment andtissue levels show similar scat
ter.

Although the datasummarized inthis paperare weak, inconsistent and, insome
cases, possibly erroneous, this is the type and quality of data on whichdecisions
are made. These data do not meet minimal academic standards. Nonetheless,
managers determine the level of sediment "contamination" based on the values
given anddetermine whether sediments aresuitable for unconfined ocean disposal.
Furthermore, these biological tests are expensive ranging between $15,000, to
$20,000 per test.

Table2. Numbers of studies reflecting levels of accumulation in tissue residues
of organisms exposed to dredged material compared to reference material. Three
categories are given; N.S. indicates accumulation, but not significant; SIGN, refers
to significant uptake at the .05 level and N.ACC. indicates therewasno accumula
tion. Results are based on ten studies that had adequate data.

ORGANISM RESPONSE Cd Hg PCB PHC* DDT

Nereis N.S. 3 5 3 6 0

SIGN. 1 0 7 0 0

N.ACC. 6 5 0 4 10

Mercenaria N.S. 2 3 5 4 0

SIGN. 0 2 2 1 0

N.ACC. 8 5 3 5 10

Palaemonetes N.S. 0 0 2 5 1

SIGN. 0 4 5 1 0

N.ACC. 10 6 3 4 9

*Within the past year, the COE has required PAHs to be analyzed, but they
are not consistently reported, f.e. which PAHs are analyzed is not always reported.
Methodologies are not standardized and detection levels are not always ap
propriate. Only onereport included PAHs, thus in this table PHCs were reported.

Rather than overinterpret scanty and inconsistent data, the restof thisdiscus
sion focuseson severalareas where methodsand protocolscan be improved under
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existing regulations. Other more creative, more consistent and more cost effective
approaches should be incorporated into the decision matrix as currently applies.
The highcorrelation betweenPAHs in sediments and the indicence and prevalence
of diseases in fishand shellfish suggests that lowlevels of selected chemicals degrade
the environment (EPA, 1988; NOAA 1987). If conservative risk assessment
methodologies are applied to determine cancer risk to humans using contaminant
levelsin fishand shellfish fromQuincy Bay, then we have reason to be concerned
about disposal of sediments from urban harbors despite the lack of supporting data
from thebiological testing (EPA 1988). Theeffects of PCBs on vertebrate reproduc
tion and implied immune deficiency responses coupled with the potential for these
chemicals to be bioaccumulated, further underscores concern (Swain, 1988). Thus,
decision makers need to integrate three concerns, (1) sediment levels that poten
tially will degrade the environment, (2) environmentally sound disposal sites that
are viable option, and (3) options that are cost effective and suited to the level of
contamination.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are by no means complete, but are intended
as guidance for decisionsmakers. Ideally, for Boston Harbor, the Generic Environ
mentalImpactReport (GEIR) will address these issues, but giventhe fundingsitua
tion, some recommendations may be examined independently of the GEIR Other
approaches to examining sediment criteria levels, e.g. the triad approach (Chap
man, 1986) and the Apparent Effects Threshold (PSSDA 1986) are expensive to
implement given the lack of supporting data that currently exists. Filling in neces
sary data gaps willbe expensive and not likely within the foreseeable future.
1. A top priority for Massachusetts is to insure valid data. This includes stand

ardizing protocols for all field and laboratory sampling by all participating
consultants, agencies and laboratories; implement compositing methods for
dredged materials used in analyses; standardize reporting procedures and re
quire periodic split sample analyses between and among participating
laboratories.

2. Although retestingof composited dredged materialused in biological testing
is now required it is not implemented by the COE.

3. Analyses of organic carbon should be standardized and all sediment con
taminant data normalized based on total organic carbon (See Boehm, et al.
1984).

4. Astandardized PAH protocol should be established, as wellas agreement
on what chemicals constitute PAHs of concern.

5. A matrix for decision making should be developed by state and federal agen
cies that includesmore than sediment analyses and the results of biological
test.

6. Additional studies should includetissue residue analyses of indigenous
species.

7. New biochemicaltechniques should be screened as potential substitutes for
current biological testing.

8. The Generic Environmental Impact Report would be funded as the initial
stage in developing a management plan which may apply to other urban
harbors with similar difficulties.
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In summary, our current testing protocols for determining whether sediments
are suitable for ocean disposal are inadequate based on the data available to the
MEPAoffice. Because it is costly to be too conservative in defining "contaminated"
sediments and providing alternative disposal sites, our current practice is to dispose
of all sediments in the deepwater site. However, it is equally costly to degrade the
environment and/or increase the cancer risk to human. Several of the recommen
dations have a high potential to improve the qualityof the data and may be imple
mented at a minimal cost Given the high cost of the alternatives, addressing these
issues should be a priority.
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WISCONSIN'S DREDGE DISPOSAL DILEMMA—
AN ATTEMPT TO BALANCE ECONOMIC

AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Ellen Fisher
Chief, Harbors and Waterways Section
Bureau of Railroads& Harbors
Wisconsin Departmentof Transportation
Madison, Wisconsin

I am here today to represent the perspective of the water transportation in
dustry in describing the dredge disposal dilemma facing our state of Wisconsin. Al
though Wisconsin has shoreline bordering both the Great Lakes and the Upper
Mississippi River, I will focus only on dredging as it relates to our harbors on the
Great Lakes—Lake Michigan to the east and LakeSuperior to our north. Mypresen
tation will include three topics: first,a brief orientation to Wisconsin—our transpor
tation system and background on our dredge disposal policy; second, an overview
of the regulatory framework under which we are operating; and third, an analysis
of recently proposed dredging regulations as viewed from a transportation perspec
tive.

Orientation to Wisconsin

Wisconsin is located at the far western end of the St. Lawrence Seaway—a
continuous waterway extending more than 2,300 miles from the Atlantic Ocean to
the heart of North America.

There are fourteen major commercial harbors along Wisconsin's Great Lakes
shores. They handle, on an average, more than 50 million tons of cargo annually
at a value greater than 7 billion dollars. High value metallic ores, farm products,
coal, and manufactured goods funnel through Wisconsin's ports from at least 7
states and two Canadian provinces. Much of the grain and manufactured goods
are bound for countries all over the world.

The need to maintainour navigation channelsand to dredge is perpetual.Sedi
ment fromstreams feeding into the lakes, erosion of shoreland banks and beaches,
and movement of materialswithin the lakes allcontribute to the need to routinely
dredge navigation channels for commercial shipping.

Wisconsin has long opposed the disposal of dredged material into the waters
of the state initially with a concern for protecting navigation. Before 1970, Wiscon
sin had no jurisdiction over the disposal practices of the U. S. Army Corps of En
gineers. Awareness of the environment grew and shifted concern to protection of
the resource rather than to navigationalone. Asa result, Wisconsinpromulgated a
series of policies which challengedCorps of Engineers' practices. Keypoints in this
evolution include:

First, a gubernatorial prohibition againstopen-waterdisposal of polluted
material in 1970;
Second, the classification of all dredged material as a pollutant whose dis
posal into the water required a permit in 1973; and
Third, in 1977, a prohibition against the disposal of all dredged material
into the water whether it was pollutedor not. This prohibition remains to
this day. All dredged material is considered to be a pollutant whose dis-
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charge into state waters requires a permit from the State Department of
Natural Resources.

Overview of Regulatory Framework

Dredge materialdisposal inWisconsin isgoverned not only by state and federal
regulations, but through an international agreement as well. The earliest basis for
the federal regulation of dredging isthe commerce clauseof the U. S. Constitution
which givesCongress the power to regulate interstate commerce. There is no single,
comprehensivefederal dredgingregulation, law, or agency. Regulation of dredg
ingand disposal of dredgedmaterials has grown out of a widespectrum of legisla
tion and is administered by numerous federalgovernmental agencies. The primary
federal actors are, however, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA).

The 1899 Rivers and Harbors Actauthorized the Department of the Army to
require Corps approval and a permit for any construction or work in navigable
waters. Prior to 1968, the Corps administered the Actfor the purpose of protecting
navigation. In 1968, the federal regulations were revised to require Corps review
of other factors such as impact on fish, wildlife, aesthetics and the public interest.

In 1974, the Corps permit power over discharge of dredged material was su
perseded by permitcertification of the EPA. The Corpspermitting process is now
used as a vehiclefor implementing state and nationalpolicies on water qualityand
wildlife protection. As a matter of policy, permits will not be issued by the Corps
when the state or localgovernmentdo not concur that the work should be done.

In 1969, the Corps of Engineers recommended legislation for constructing
diked disposal facilities to contain polluted material, and in response, Section 123
of The River and Harbor and Flood Control Act of 1970 was enacted. It authorized
the Corps to construct confined disposal facilities forGreatLakes' projects, incon
currence with local governments and the EPA. Thiswas a one-time program and
the confined disposal facilities thatwerebuilt underthisprogram are filling up.

The Corps is in the process of changing the waytheydo business. In the past,
they paid the entirecost of maintenance dredging and dredge disposal necessary
to keepfederal navigation channels intheGreat Lakes at suitable depthsforship
ping—whether the material is considered clean or polluted. In the future, if the
Corps determines thatdredged material isclean enough to return to thewater and
the state requires it to go upland, the stateor local sponsor will have to pay the
added cost associated with upland or more restrictive disposal. The Corps will no
longer paydisposal costs which exceed what isrequired bythe"federal standard."

Dredged material management intheGreat Lakes isalsoinfluenced by an in
ternational waterquality agreement between the United States and Canada. The
InternationalJoint Commission overseesprogress on that agreement and ispresent
ly intheprocess ofevaluating dredged material disposal intheGreat Lakes. Ithas
identified significant "areas of concern" and is attempting to encourage the
rehabilitation of highly contaminated harbors which have beenreceiving industrial
wastesfor more than a century. Wisconsin has fourof these designated "areas of
concern."
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Proposed Changes In State Law

State law governing dredged materialdisposal is being re- evaluated in Wis
consin. The State Department of Natural Resources (WisDNR) is proposing chan
ges to the Wisconsin AdministrativeCode pertaining to the regulation of dredging
and dredged material disposal. These changes involve: 1. the establishment of
criteria and procedures for determining whether dredged material is clean, and 2.
the creation of a new rule to apply solid waste regulations to the confinement of
dredged material.

Transportation interests have some major problems with the proposed rules:

1. Proposed state standards for judging whether dredged material is clean
enough to go back into the water are stricter than federal standards. While
the state has a policy of not wanting to degrade the environment any more
than what already exists, they have established standards that are more
restrictive than what appears to be found naturally in the bluffs lining the
shores and depositional zones of the lakes. A question remains as to
whether returning sediment containing low levels of compounds, such as
dioxin and furan, to the lakes would degrade the lakes further or whether
placing or confining it upland would serve a benefit to the environment—
especially since placing the material upland rather than into the water costs,
at a minimum, two to three times more.

2. The proposed rule will treat all dredged material, including clean Sediment,
as solid waste. It also requires that all new confined disposal facilities be con
structed under the same stringent guidelines as sanitary landfill. WisDNR has
not adequately explained why sanitary landfill requirements are necessary
for the disposal of dredged sediment.
The proposed rule allows the WisDNR to exempt individual dredging

projects from certain requirements of the solid waste statues. Both harbor
and environmental interests continue to have concerns regarding the lack of
specificity in the proposed rule relating to how the exemption and plan
review decisions will be made.

3. The question of cost—how much and who should pay—has not been ad
dressed. WisDNR response is to say that the solid waste disposal statues are
based on disposal of solid waste rather than generation of solid waste. There
fore, WisDNR explains, the sponsor of the dredging bears the burden. This
response totally ignores the uniqueness of dredged sediment and the fact
that contamination is usually generated by a variety of interests whose direct
or indirect disposal of the contaminant into the harbor is often illegal.

These rulesare so stringentthat the Corp of Engineershas stated that ifa spon
sor complied with all the technical requirements, submittals, coordination, manage
ment, approval, and disapproval criteria, it would be unlikely that a major confined
disposal facility could be built in a decade or at all in the state of Wisconsin. These
rules, in combination with new cost- sharing requirements of the federal govern
ment, threaten the survival of commercial shipping in Wisconsin.

In the eyes of the transportation industry, our state has not done a thorough
evaluation of dredge disposal options. We have focussed only on protection of the
resource and have done so by categorizing all dredged material regardless of the
degree of contamination as solid waste potentially subject to regulation under the
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Resource Conservation Recovery Act. This position ignores the potential benefit of
usingdredgedmaterial to build beaches and slow erosion, to restore the littoral drift
budget, or to create islandsfor recreationaland wildlife use.

Resourcemanagement means more than protection. It demands a considera
tion of potentialhuman uses and benefits as comparedto the risks to environmen
tal quality. Wisconsin is presently in the midst of resolving this dredge disposal
dilemma. As a leader in the Great Lakes in terms of having extremely high stand
ards and requirements forenvironmental protection, we are beingcarefully watched
by other Great Lakes states and will possibly serve as a model for them. The ad
ministrative rules which I've critiqued have been approved by our Department of
Natural Resources and are now in legislative committees. The jury is still out.
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Dredging Management: A Comparative Analysis
of Mid-Sized U.S. North Atlantic Ports

Matthew H. Masters
University of Rhode Island
Department of Marine Affairs
Kingston, RI02881

Abstract
Ports are vital links in the total transport system. Theability to handle changes

in maritime transportation is essential for any port's economic well-being. As the
world's merchant fleet of larger, deep-draft vessels increases, the importance of
dredging U.S. portsto accommodate them isapparent. Dredging and maintenance
ofadequate channels, approaches and anchorages isa matter of major concern for
ports that wishto provideefficient service and remain competitive.

Dredging management within the states of Rhode Island,Maineand Connec
ticut isexamined through an analysisof the ports of Providence, Portland and New
Haven. These ports were selected from a field of30Atlantic Coast ports through a
multivariate statistical analysis, based onsimilarities in size, function andgeography.
Each port's dredging history was compiled toquantify thefrequency and magnitude
of dredging activity among the three states. Pertinent state laws, regulations and
policies regarding dredging and dredgedmaterial disposal were reviewed in an at
tempt to identify similarities and differences. Itwas believed thatdifferences among
each state's regulatory frameworks concerning dredging activities would lead to
variations in each state'sdredging management. While variations do exist among
each state's regulatory framework, it was determined that these differences only
causedminorvariations in processing time fordredging permits. The results of this
research indicate that it is the availability of suitable disposal sites, and not varia
tionsamongstate-level dredging regulations, that is the maincontrolling factor with
regard to effectivedredging management.

Classification of Atlantic Coast Ports

Port-to-port comparisons areofvalue for both broad analytical purposes and
specific evaluations such as dredging activity. Data collected and compared from
various ports facilitates a meaningful assessment ofportefficiency. Forpurposes of
this study, 30Atlantic Coast ports areclassified through a multivariate analysis in
volving three major criteria: size, function andgeography. By combining criteria, it
is possible to develop a moremeaningful comparative picture.

Ouster analysis is utilized for this classification due tothe necessity ofdividing
a set ofobjects (ports) into subgroups which differ in meaningful ways. Kachigan
(1986) defines cluster analysis as a setoftechniques for accomplishing the task of
partitioning a set of objectives intorelatively homogenous subjects based on inter-
object similarities.

The variables utilized inthe final cluster analysis were total bulk tonnage, max
imum harbordraft, and total vessel trips requiring channel depths of at least35 feet.
These variables are determined tobe the most important with regard toclassifying
ports for thepurposes ofa comparative dredging management study. Table 1 shows
where the 30 ports were placed bythe final three-variable cluster analysis.
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF ATLANTIC COAST PORTS

PORT SIZE

SMALL PORTS:

MEDIUM PORTS:

LARGE PORTS:

PORTS

Richmond, VA
Bridgeport,CT
Brunswick, GA
Albany, NY

New London, CT
Palm Beach, FL
Port Canaveral, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Portland, ME
Charleston, SC
Wilmington, NC
Providence, RI
Camden, NJ

New York, NY
Baltimore, MD
Boston, MA

New Bedford, MA
Georgetown,SC
Fall River, MA

New Haven, CT
Miami, FL
Port Everglades, FL
Searsport, ME
Portsmouth, NH
Wilmington, DE
Morehead City, NC
Newport News, VA

Savannah, GA
Norfolk, VA
Philadelphia, PA

Within the medium-sized grouping three ports: New Haven, Connecticut,
Providence, Rhode Island, and Portland, Maine are the most similar with regard to
the variables compared. These very similar ports were ultimately chosen for the
comparative dredging management study. Since all three ports are primarily liq
uid-bulk ports, deep-draft tanker traffic is common. Thus, the construction and
maintenance ofdeep channels and berths are a necessity for port efficiency.

Dredging Histories

Dredge project inventories were compiled for New Haven, Providence and
Portland in order to quantify the frequency and magnitude of dredging projects
within each port. All completed construction and maintenance projects since 1970
were included.

Dredging can bedivided between federal and local projects. Federal projects
deal mainly with the construction and maintenance ofmajor access channels turn
ing basins and emergency anchorages. On the other hand, local projects deal with
the construction and maintenance of privately owned berths and minor access
channels.

The most significant findings within thedredging histories involved the local
projects. Since 1977,22 local projects were completed in Portland, and 27 similar
projects were completed in New Haven. However, during the same time span, only
eight local projects were completed in Providence. It is important to note that these
ports were chosen for their similarities in characteristics. Further research on dredg
ing activities in Providence indicated a lack of suitable disposal sites in Rhode Is
land.
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Comparison of State Regulatory Frameworks

The regulatory frameworks concerning dredging activity for the individual
states of Rhode Island, Maine and Connecticut were examined. Important state
laws, regulations and policies were reviewed along with the agencies who ad
minister them.

The regulatory process involves a considerable amount of coordination be
tween the Army Corps, various state agenciesand the applicants themselves. The
amount of coordination that occursbetween the involved parties greatly influences
the efficiency and effectiveness of the regulatory process. Improving coordination
between state and federal agencies has been a goal for all three states. As a direct
result, the regulatory processes of these states have many similarities. However,
variations among the states are also widespread.

A review of the dredging regulations of these three states revealed five main
similarities. First, all three states require approximately the same information on
their permitapplications. However, RhodeIsland'sCoastalZone Management Plan
does spellout the informational requirements in the most clear and comprehensive
manner. Second, all three states requirethat water qualitycertification be obtained
prior to permit approval of any dredging activity. This authority was delegated to
each state under the provisions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend
ments of 1972. Thirdly, all three states have similar criteria for bulk sediment tests
when analyzing and classifying dredged material. Bulksediment analysis is impor
tant because the results are used to determine which disposal options are environ
mentally safe.

The fourth similarity found was the unanimous support of necessary main
tenance dredging, provided the projects take place in an environmentally sound
manner. Finally, the fifthsimilarityregarding dredging regulations among the three
states was the comment period following public notice of any project. Any com
ments concerning a specific project are to be accepted for a standard period of one
month.

Review of the three state's regulatory frameworks also revealed the existence
of many variations. The following eight differences were identified:

1. Only Rhode Island requires that applicantsfinancean environmental monitor
ing program if dredged materials are to be disposed of in open water.

2. While Maine has six different State statutes as well as the State Coastal Plan to
administer, Connecticut only has three statutes and its Coastal Area Manage
ment Plan to address. Rhode Island is even more organized with respect to
dredging regulations. Only one Act other than the State's Coastal Resources
Management Program must be addressed. Rhode Island has the most clearly
defined set of dredging related regulations among the three states.

3. OnlyMaineoffersa joint application form withthe Army Corps of Engineers.
This insures concurrent review by state and federal agencies and eliminates
duplication of effort. Both Connecticut and Rhode Island have separate state
forms that must be filed along with Army Corps applications. Both states do
encourage submitting these forms simultaneously to promote concurrent
review. However, there is still duplication of effort which may slow down the
regulatory process in some cases.

4. OnlyConnecticut offers jointpublic notice with the Army Corpsof Engineers
fordredging projects. Once again, any step taken to improvecooperation be-
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tween the Army Corps and a state'sdecision-makers will decrease regulatory
processing time. Maine has experimented with joint public hearings and has
hadgreat success. They areencouraged whenever possible. InRhode Island,
the Coastal Resources Management Council sends publicnoticesto all inter
ested partiesseparately from Army Corps notices.

5. Another variation among the individual states exists with regard to general
policies within each state's coastal zone management plan. Both Maine and
Rhode Island give high priority to new water dependent development on their
ports, as long asanydevelopment inthe coastal area is environmentally sound.
On the other hand, Connecticut'sCoastalPlan does not give port development
as high a priority. Connecticut's policy calls fordiscouraging dredging of new
federal navigation channels, basins and anchorages. This policy appears to
block the port industry from expansion byencouraging the industry to take ad
vantage only of existing and authorized water depths. Connecticut's Planap
pears to favor environmental conservation, while both Maine andRhode Island
have a more balanced coastal plan. Concern for the State's shellfish habitat
has been a major reason for recent delays in the proposed NewHaven Har
bor navigation improvement project.

6. In additionto the required permits, the statesof Connecticut and Maine have
one additional requirement. Both require permission from the local board of
Harbor Commissioners priorto dredging activity. RhodeIsland does not have
any such local entity.

7. Only Connecticut hasdesignated one person within Stategovernment as the
dredging coordinator. The dredging coordinator is theliaison between theState
and the Army Corps, especially when theCorps requests additional informa
tion. This lineof communication has improved Connecticut's relationship with
the Army Corps. Neither Rhode Island nor Maine has a specific liaison.

8. Of the three states, onlyMaine has the power, afterconsidering local opinion
at proper hearing procedures, to overridelocal oppositionto any project.

It isvery difficult to determine which state has the most effective framework.
The difficulty lies inthat each proposed dredging project isa unique situation. Every
project has one special circumstance or another. Generally, each state has made
improvements in coordination among the applicant, the state, and the Army Corps
in an effort to speed up the regulatory process. Even though regulatory variations
do exist on thestatelevel, whenprovided with comparable disposal options, similar
projects inthe individual states would be handled inthesame time frame andman
ner. The lackof a suitabledredged material disposal site in Rhode Island appears
to SIGNIFICANTLY INHIBIT dredgingpractices in the State.

Conclusion

The results of this research indicates that the main controlling factor regarding
dredging management is disposal site availability for dredged material. Presently,
neither Maine nor Connecticut have a problem with availability of suitable dis
posable sites. Both states have approved open water sites, which receive the
majority of their dredged material. On the other hand, the State ofRhode Island
closed its Brenton Reef disposal site in 1971, andnosuitable site has been approved
since. This has created a major problem fordredging management in Rhode Is
land.
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Bymaintaining suitable open waterdisposal sites, both Maine and Connecticut
have assured that dredging will remain an ongoing activity enabling economic
growth to continue within theirportand maritime transportatfon industries. Rhode
Island's port industry will remain at a serious disadvantage until theStatedesig
nates a suitable disposal site.
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The Next Generation Water Level Measurement System
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Introduction

For well over a centurythe National OceanService (NOS) has been monitor
ing water levels, forwhich it provides numerous products and services. Ifa ques
tion involves "how high" or "how low"froman earthly referencepoint, the answer
intrinsically includes results of water level measurements.

To carry out its responsibility formonitoring water levels and collating results,
NOS maintains a network of stations along the coasts of the United States, includ
ingtheGreatLakes, and intheTrust Territory of the Pacific Islands. This National
Water Level Observation Network (NWLON) numbers about 200 permanent sta
tions and 100-150 temporary stations each year.

Until about 20 years ago, all data processing and analysis was performed
manually. Introduced at that time wasa digital binary coding measurement device
that would record data on a punched paper tape that was computer compatible.
However, the method of sensing the fluctuation of water level has been virtually
unchanged for roughly the past 140 years; consisting of a stilling well with a con
stricted openingto mechanically filter theshortperiod wavemotion at the site. This
damped motion inside thewell is sensed bya float connected bystainless steel cable
to the recorderon a pierabove. Through gearsand springs, the vertical motion of
the float is translated into a binary coded heightwhich is recorded every six minutes
as an instantaneous measurement punched intoa paper tape. Five dayseach week
an observervisits the stationto complete several tasks. They are to: check instru
ment operation, record a manual water level measurement from a tide staff,
measure and record the water temperature and density with a thermometer and
hydrometer, observe and record otherinformation. Data tapes and theotherinfor
mation are mailed monthly to NOSheadquarters. Thesedata pass through process
ing, analysis, and archiving operations which are quite labor intensive, requiring
considerable manual intervention throughout the process from incoming new (or
raw) data through finished products and information. Depending on data quality,
theprocessing and tabulation steps usually arecompleted from oneto three months
afterdata collection. Forcomplete summarization and review, and for verification
of geodetic levels and bench mark elevations, over a year may pass.

Increased requirements for improved quality and availability of data with
reduced man powerhasgiven impetus to creating the Next Generation Water Level
Measurement System (NGWLMS). This involves an entirely new state-of-the-art
redesign of NOS' water level monitoring activities. The program objectives of
NGWLMS are intended to solve virtually all of the shortcomings of the present sys
temsregarding data collection, analysis, quality control (QC), and dissemination.

At each of the NWLON stations all of the sensing, measuring, and recording
instrumentation will be replaced with a newDataCollection Platform (DCP). It will
have an acoustic water level sensor to measure water level fluctuations. Also, there
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willbe a backup water levelmeasurement system to assure continuous data collec
tion. The DCP will have the capability to measure and record ancillary parameters
such as wind speed and direction, barometric pressure, current speed and direc
tion, and water density and temperature. Each DCP will transmit its accumulated
data every three hours via the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) to the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
(NESDIS), which will then forward the data to the computer system in Rockville,
Md. Automated quality control features of the data acquisition function willexamine
data as they are received, and flag and report any problems. The data acquisition
function will pass these data into the Data Base Management System, at which time
other auto-mated processing and analysis functions will be performed.

NOS expects that more than 90 percent of incomingdata will pass through the
automated QC and analysis functions to become available for use within moments
after receipt. Date will be updated and usable in near real-time; i.e., within a few
hours after being collected by the field system. Most of the labor intensive manual
tasks will be relieved by the new automated techniques. Regular products that tradi
tionally have not been available until months after data collection will be available
much sooner.

Held Unit for the NGWLMS

The primary water level sensor for the NGWLMSis a self calibrating air acous
tic sensor, which typically will sample water height 181 times in a 3-minute period
centered about a 6- minute interval. This sampling is accomplished by timing an
acoustic signal which is sent down a 1/2 inch diameter tube, reflects from the water
surface, and returns to the sensor head. The tube is enclosed in a protective well
six inches in diameter. The DCP software computes a mean and standard devia
tion of the sample, removes outliers beyond three standard deviations from the
mean, and computes a new mean and standard deviation which are stored along
with the number of outliers removed from the original sample set.

The DCP is a 16 bit microprocessor based system which collects and stores
data from a variety of sensors. The system stores up to 30 days of data in internal
memory for transmission over the GOES or telephone line, or by direct connection
to the DCP.

The backup water level measurement system will operate separately from the
primary (air acoustic) sensor. This system consists of a pressure type water level
sensor and a self contained data logger. Its measurements willbe made in the same
sampling scheme, and a stored measurement willbe determined in the same way;
i.e., computing mean, standard deviation, etc. as the primary water measurements.

Ancillary sensors may be incorporated into the field unit configuration. The
basic field unit configuration which is being installed has a primary water level sen
sor, a backup water level sensor, and a water temperature sensor. At this time, fund
ing restrictions limit what ancillary sensors NOS is able to include on its basic
operational units. Nevertheless, NOS envisions using a standard suite of
meteorological sensors to measure air and water temperatures, wind speed and
direction, and barometric pressure at several of our stations.

The field unit transmits the data collected at three hour intervals to the GOES
satellitewhich relays it back to the receiving station at Wallops Island, Va. NESDIS
passes the data through to our DEC computer system.
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NEW GENERATION WATER LEVEL
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Figure 1. NGWLMS

Alternatedata acquisition modes are also included. Atstationswhere telephone
service is available, the DCP can be accessed and interrogated by phone. This is
intended to be the alternate method of communicatingwith the DCPs if problems
are experienced with the GOESdata telemetry. RS-232 portsare incorporated into
each DCP so that field personnel can access the DCP using portable lap top com
puters. It ispossible that other RS-232 connecteble devices might be used fordate
transmission, such as VHF radio. See Figure 1.

Data Processing and Analysis Subsystem

The heartof the Data Processing and Analysis Subsystem (DPAS) isa relation
aldatabase management system (RDBMS) from SYBASE, Inc. operating on a DEC
VAX 3600 ServerSystem; with on line storage for10 Gb of date. The RDBMS will
be accessed through the host system,a DEC MicroVAX II.

NESDIS will relay transmitteddate in a nearly continuous mode directly into
the MicroVAX II where the DPAS software performs its numerous tasks in the
process of receiving, verifying, performing quality control checks, analyzing, and
storing the data.

User access to the DPAS will be through terminalsconnected directly to the
Data Communication System (DCS), or throughPublic Switched TelephoneNet
work (PSTN) and modems connected to the DCS. The DCSalso handlessystem
interaction with otherperipherals such asprinters and plotters. Most useraccess will
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be by NOS personnel. However, for the first time, this new system will permit out
side user access.

Data and information available through the NGWLMS will be obtainable in
the followingways:
1. By mail; This has been the traditional means of providing information. The

user can request, on a one-time or a subscription basis, hard copy of our
products, such as hourly heights or times and heights of high and low waters
by calendar month. Magnetic tape output willcontinue to be available. Other
one-time products tailored to specific requests will also be available.

2. By PSTN link; With prearrangement, through either a one time request or a
subscription, a user will be permitted access to read specific data through
password control using his own computer system connected to the DPAS com
puter through a modem.

3. Near real-time access to DCP; This will not be available to the general public.
It will only be available to those whose special needs are acknowledged through
specific formal written agreements between NOS and the user organization.
This will involve a telephone link to certain DCPs.

Applications for Ports and Harbors

Historicaland near real-timewater level data are needed for many applications
relating to ports and harbors. The nautical chart and predictions of tides and cur
rents are perhaps the most essential tools for the mariner maneuvering in a water
way. The new technology will allow almost up-to-the-minute information to
supplement those basic tools. Near real-timewater levelscan be used to adjust plans
or schedules that were made using the predictions.

The base of historicaldata is important for legal issues. When a ship has an ac
cident; e.g., grounding, collision, or spill; the insurance company, Coast Guard,
and port authorities want to know the tidal conditions prevailing at the time. This
information often is certified for use in courts of law.

Federal, state and private coastal and marine boundaries are determined from
tidal datums. Tidal datums are computed from historical data.

There are numerous engineering applications which require historical date and
water level datums. Constructionof piers and jetties,bulkheads and groins, bridges
and tunnels, water intakes and storm drains, etc., all need datum references and
information about extreme water levels. There is a growing awareness of apparent
sea level rise, and a concern for its impact on the coastal environment. This must
be monitored closely and accurately so that reasonable projections can be made
for future engineering applications (Marine Board, 1987).

Waterway maintenance activities need these same historical date and datum
references. In addition, the NGWLMSwillbe able to provide near real-time water
level heights for control of dredging operations, such as channel maintenance by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Near real-time data are important for monitoring and responding to hazardous
material spills and adverse weather conditions such as storm surges. Management
of vessel trafficthrough bng estuaries likethe Chesapeake and Delaware Bays, and
within harbors would benefit from near real-timewater leveland ancillary informa
tion such as wind speed and direction, barometric pressure, and currents.

Of interest to those involved in port and harbor activities is the issueof rising
sea level. The NGWLMS will permitus to continue our long range monitoringof
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sea level so that we can project more accurate rates of change. The rate of change
in sea level is not the same at all places (Aubrey and Emery, 1983), apparently
risingalong much of the U.S. coastline, while falling in other areas, such as southeast
Alaska. The state-of-the-art technology of the NGWLMS will make it possible to
provide higher quality information to those examining sea level rise.

Absolute Sea Level

Some questions to answer about sea levelare: is it rising, where, how much,
how fast, due to what, and with what implications to mankind locally and
worldwide?

A new monitoring program has been inaugurated this year in which Global
PositioningSystem (GPS)date are combinedwithwater leveldate at selectedsites
to givea measure ofabsolute sea level (Carter, Scherer, and Diamante, 1987).Over
time this will yield important information about change. Since the question of sea
level rise has not been conclusively answered as to "how much" or "how fast," this
program is expected to help address the effectof one aspect of apparent sea level
rise, viz., vertical land movement (tectonic movement). The water level measure
ments inevitablyinclude movementof the platformfromwhich the measurements
are made. When the continental margins move through tectonic activity and/or
elastic response, such motion is intrinsic in each water level measurement. New
state-of-the-art geodetic systems can help resolve this problem.

GPS consists of a constellation of satellites around the earth whose positions
are very precisely known. Using a ground station, an observer can ascertain his
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Figure 2. GPS - VLBI
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position relative to a number of these satellites with an accuracy of centimeters in
three dimensions. The accuracy of a GPS station position can be improved to an
accuracy of one centimeter or less when operated in conjunction with a Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) station. See Figure 2.

VLBI is a highly sophisticated system which uses extra-galactic radio sources
to very accurately locate positions on the earth's surface. A fixed VLBI station is a
large permanent installation similar to an astronomical observatory. Measurements
can also be achieved with a mobile VLBIstation. Since GPS has mobile capability,
a portable GPS stetion can be collocated with a mobile VLBI station. Another port
able GPS station is then located many kilometers away, along the coast near a water
level monitoring station. By differential GPS measurements the exact position of
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Figure 3. Absolute Sea Level Determination

the coastal station's bench markscan be determined. It is through these bench marks
that the water level data can be compared to the GPS data. Thus, vertical land mo
tion can be removed from the water level record to produce an "absolute" sea level.
See Figure 3.

Decades of monitoring will pass before statistically meaningful data are ac
crued, but the value to climatologists concerned about the contribution of the
"Greenhouse Effect" will be significant. This long term measurement program will
define how much of the sea level variation is due to vertical land motion and its
rate, and how much ispurelysea level risewithitsrate. The ratesof change of water
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level and vertical land motion are different at various locations, and knowledge of
these rates willbe useful to long term coastal engineering projects.

When sea level change is more accuratelyquantified, answers to many ques
tions may become evident. Resolution to politicalquestions about who may or may
not build, what may be built, where may they build willbe aided by sea level infor
mation. Engineering questions would be resolved concerning what effort and cost
will be required to build and/or maintain structures for, say 50 or 100 years; or,
how practical might it be to build in a particular location.

Implementation Schedule

The present schedule calls for fulloperation of the NGWLMS by 1992. NOS
has begun installing operational field units or DCPs. Installation willcontinue over
the next three to four years. Data are beginning to be received and are undergoing
temporary handling until the DPAS is implemented. By early 1989 we expect to
sign a contract for software development of the DPAS which will take about three
years in eight major phases from design through full implementation. By the time
the entire NWLON network has been upgraded to the new field units, the
hardware/- software system should be ready to handle the acquired data. As
software capabilities come on line through each of the development phases they
will be used operationally.
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